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Abstract
This folio of compositions and accompanying exegesis represents a wide range of works
often created in response to briefs from musicians, choreographers, directors and other
advisors. The works demonstrate, to varying extents, how approaches towards the
consideration of a work’s utility, genre and extramusical inspiration are intrinsically manifest
in the compositional processes employed.
Beginning with Monday to Friday – a work composed for installation in care homes and
informed by literature pertaining to the use of music in dementia care – the discussion
initially relates to ideas surrounding how consideration of a work’s utility can directly
influence the underlying theoretical approach to its creation.

Following on, the Concertino for clarinet and string quartet is representative of approaches
pertaining to the generation of form through content informed by concepts of genre. Music
composed in relation to literary and extramusical stimulus is then presented in the string
orchestra work Vessel (including introductory Prelude) along with the 1-hour dance work Le
Petit Prince.

All these compositional strategies culminate in the opera Herakleitos which sets selected
surviving fragments of the philosopher Heraclitus in a series of seven tableaux for three
singers and chamber ensemble. The work endeavours to open a theatrical and interrogative
framework whereby multiple layers of historical meaning can be considered in tandem with
Heraclitus’ ideas, epoch and legacy.

Ultimately the endeavour of these compositions is the cultivation of a musical art which
promotes immediate audience engagement and active listening, often as a basis for
interdisciplinary collaboration. Genre, utility, metaphor, and cross disciplinary collaboration
informed by a deep desire to create an art which is open to a wide scope of interpretation –
for both performers and listeners – are the key tenets of these works.
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Chapter I
Introduction
The beginning and the end are common (to both paths).1 – Herakleitos

This exegesis forms a discussion around my folio of selected compositions completed during
the candidature of the Doctor of Musical Arts. Whilst the output remains wholly my own,
these compositions were often created through a collaborative dialogue in the response to a
brief from musicians, choreographers, directors and other advisors. The overall discussion
presented here, aims in part, to elucidate how collaboration and extramusical stimulus are
intrinsically manifest in the creation of these works and the compositional processes
employed.
The discussion initially relates to ideas surrounding how consideration of a work’s utility and
genre can directly influence the underlying theoretical approach to its creation, particularly in
relation to the conceptualisation of form through content. The discussion then moves to music
composed in relation to literary and extramusical stimulus, including dance. All these
compositional strategies culminate in the opera Herakleitos which is discussed in Chapter V.

Throughout the compositional process of these works, aesthetic considerations surrounding
concepts of metaphor, symbolism and the creation of meaning were prioritised. Subsequently,
the works are also representative of attempts to engage with discussions pertaining to the
associative meaning of music in a social and historical context whilst concomitantly being
informed by a growing body of research which elucidates the inherent communicative power
of music. Ultimately the endeavour of these compositions is the cultivation of a musical art
which promotes immediate audience engagement and active listening, often as a basis for
interdisciplinary collaboration.

Herakleitos, “Fragment 70,” in John Burnet, Early Greek Philosophy, (London: Adam and Charles Black,
1892), 138. N.B. In the 3rd edition (1920) this is translated as: “In the circumference of a circle the beginning
and the end are common.”
1
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Opening the exegesis is a discussion of Monday to Friday. This work, commissioned by
Linda Beaumont for Beaumont Care in Queensland, was composed to a brief with the main
intention of being delivered via recordings in nursing homes to residents living with
dementia. The work was to provide cues for different times of day – morning, afternoon,
evening and overnight – whilst also offering a musical atmosphere. It is music composed
ultimately for utility and developed in consultation with dementia specialists. Composed for
flute (doubling alto flute), viola, vibraphone and piano, the work was recorded and later made
commercially available as a CD album, download and stream.

Ideas surrounding musical genre are then discussed with regards to the Concertino for
clarinet and string quartet, commissioned by the Omega Ensemble and premiered at the
Sydney Opera House, Utzon Room. The discussion surrounding the Concertino relates to the
development of my overall aesthetic approach to concert music in recent years and how
responses to ideas surrounding concepts of genre have informed the manifestation and
approaches towards the generation of musical form through content.

Vessel for string orchestra, commissioned by the Australian Chamber Orchestra, was
composed for inclusion in a program and tour of exclusively British music featuring
composers Ralph Vaughan Williams, Henry Purcell and Benjamin Britten. The work was
developed following discussions with ACO Collective Artistic Director, Pekka Kuusisto.
Psalm 2 as set by Thomas Tallis in his “third mode melody” from the 9 Psalm Tunes for
Archbishop Parker's Psalter was an inspiration to the modular structural underpinnings of the
new work. Vessel is a metaphorical response to an ancient biblical text, with the music
standing as an abstract response to each of the twelve verses of the second psalm. Vessel
premiered at the Cell Block Theatre at the National Art School in Sydney.

Le Petit Prince, a dance work, commissioned by Ars Musica Australis for the Divadlo F. X.
Šaldy, is based on the book of the same name by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. Through
movement, image and music the story is told. The work includes dream imagery relating to
the fantasies of a crashed pilot in North Africa and is set against the sufferings of France
during the Second World War. The work is presented as an abstract narrative, haunted by the
knowledge of Saint-Exupéry’s own death whilst flying reconnaissance for free French forces
in 1944 only a year after the original book was written. The score for violin and piano is
structured around a synopsis by choreographer Margaux Thomas and director Macbeth
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Kaněra. The work continues to be performed in the Czech Republic by the Divadlo F. X.
Šaldy.

Approaches to utility (Monday to Friday), genre (Concertino), text (Vessel), movement,
image and abstract narrative (Le Petit Prince) culminate in the opera Herakleitos, which sets
selected surviving fragments of the philosopher Heraclitus in a series of seven tableaux for
three singers and chamber ensemble. Through the deployment of instrumental music, spoken
word, potential for dance, image and ultimately singing, Herakleitos engages with concepts
of identity, time, space and existence. Herakleitos also promotes active listening through the
deployment of various compositional strategies – namely repetitive structures – whilst also
offering both interpreter and listener the provision to present and experience the work in a
multitude of ways. Herakleitos was premiered in Germany at the Laeiszhalle, Hamburg by
the Kreuzberger Kamerata conducted by Rebecca Lang. The opera stands as the major work
of my composition folio.
The style of the original music presented here – in a broad sense – could at times be described
as ‘formalist,’ ‘reductionist’ or even ‘essentialist,’ however I would contend that a stylistic
plurality still exists both within and across the works presented. Thus, whilst it could be a
temptation to frame these works in some relation to tenets of the contemporary rubric of
‘post-minimalism,’ to do so would belay the historical scope of inspiration and some of the
varying strategies which create contrasts both within and between the compositions.

This is evidenced by the stylistic conflation of Monday to Friday, the demand for
improvisation in the Prelude, the use of musical quotation in Vessel, a classical genre form of
the Concertino and the presentation of both character pieces and abstract narrative in Le Petit
Prince. In the case of Herakleitos, the compositional strategies I’ve deployed are clearly and
extensively laid out in reference to a broader musical precedence, revealing an historical
alertness to the musical setting of Greek and ancient texts which bestows a significant range
of allegiances, from Stravinsky’s Oedipus Rex, Honegger’s Antigone and Satie’s Socrate,
(along with the history of opera itself). Deeper still is an engagement with the ideas of
Heraclitus himself, which are inherently oriented towards the pursuit of an understanding of
the universe and a deeper meaning to existence.
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It is not therefore a focus of this exegesis to frame an artificially constructed musical stylistic
rubric through which all the work must be aesthetically justified or understood. I would
however contend that the influence of twentieth century philosophy and phenomenology is
pronounced in shaping my approach towards a generation of form through the repetition and
difference of content.
Most strikingly, I feel it is the creative resultant which lay in the musical forms themselves
which is the evidence of my approach. That is, it is the elucidation of the generation of form
through content and how the musical elements themselves are deployed to create large scale
forms which are fundamentally inspired by extramusical inspiration.
As I will expand upon in Chapter V, the musical hyper-stylism of Herakleitos represents an
attempt to engage with twentieth century philosophical notions of repetition as being inherent
to narrative forms, and thus the theory of historicality. It is subsequently through this
attempted layering of history in which our perspectives and sense of being in time can be
reflected upon.

5

Chapter II
Music for Utility: Monday to Friday
When he lights his lamp, it’s as if he’s bringing one more star to life, or one more flower.
When he puts out his lamp, that sends the flower or the star to sleep. Which is a fine
occupation. And therefore truly useful.2 – Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

II.1 The beginning
In 2014, Linda Beaumont – the proprietor of Beaumont Care in Brisbane – wrote to Ars
Musica Australis after an Andrew Ford interview on ABC Radio National with Rev. Dr
Arthur Bridge; the founder and CEO of Ars Musica Australis. Fortuitously, I was forwarded
this correspondence and I began considering the composition of a new work for Beaumont
Care.
I soon found myself in Brisbane for a lunch meeting with Professor Elizabeth Beattie –
dementia specialist at the Queensland University of Technology, discussing the benefits of
music in dementia care. A visit to the Beaumont Care secure facilities at Rothwell followed,
with Linda Beaumont introducing nurses and carers. After a time, an electronic keyboard was
presented to me, and I performed impromptu for some residents, noting their enthusiastic
responses.3

Since the initial meeting in 2014, I was to develop an ongoing dialogue with Linda Beaumont
and Specialist Advisor Tara Quirk, towards the development of new music to be delivered in
Beaumont Care homes, which operate throughout the greater Brisbane area, including at
Kippa Ring, Redcliffe, and Wamuran Park. At the early consultative stages, I learnt of recent
2

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, The Little Prince, trans. Richard Howard (New York: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt,
2000), 40.
3
See: Peter Munro: “The sound of music awakens the muddled minds of dementia residents in aged care,” The
Sydney Morning Herald, December 14, 2016, https://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/music/the-sound-ofmusic-awakens-the-muddled-minds-of-dementia-residents-in-aged-care-20161213-gtaikd.html.
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developments in aged care, particularly with regards to the diverse applications of music,
dance and painting, as well as the introduction of pets with the aims of enhancing the quality
of life of people living with dementia.4

It was foreseen that newly composed music could be particularly useful for demarcating
times of day, such as lunchtime and dinner. In nursing homes with high care needs, it was
often the case that once a resident was guided to dinner, by the time another resident was
attended to, the previous person had gone wandering. It was then an immediate and practical
idea that music could heighten awareness of residents, thus assisting with communal
assembly.5

Between 2015 to 2030 the number of people aged over 60, globally, is projected to increase
from 48.4% to 55.7%, or approximately 900.9 million to 1.402 billion. By 2050 this figure
could grow to as high as 2.092 billion.6 With this redistribution of age ranges there will be
increases in many diseases, particularly dementia and Alzheimer’s, with subsequently
increased demand for workers and therapeutic strategies in the care sector. In 2013,
approximately 44.4 million people were reported to be living with dementia worldwide. This
is estimated to increase to 75.6 million in 2030, and 135.5 million in 2050.7

Societies will increasingly grapple with the issues relating to increased life expectancies and
decreasing birth rates. It will be incumbent on societies to subsequently provide ongoing,
sustainable and humane care for people confronting medical conditions for which there is no
cure at this time.

These activities have been delivered by Beaumont Care. Further details of services available at: “Services,”
Beaumont Care, https://www.beaumontcare.com.au/services (accessed January 20, 2016).
5
Discussed at initial meeting in Brisbane (September 4, 2014).
6
See: “World Population Ageing 2015,” Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division,
United Nations, New York, 2015.
http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/population/publications/pdf/ageing/WPA2015_Report.pdf (accessed
December 5, 2018).
7
See: “Alzheimer’s Disease International (ADI). World Alzheimer report: Journey of Caring: An analysis of
long-term care for dementia.” 2013. http://www.alz.co.uk/research/WorldAlzheimerReport2013.pdf (accessed
December 5, 2018).
4
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II.2 A basis for writing new music for use in dementia care
In June 2015 the Max Planck Society published their study: ‘Why musical memory can be
preserved in advanced Alzheimer’s disease’ – in the journal Brain. The conclusions of the
published study were notable:

To our knowledge the current study is the first that uses objective data and cutting-edge
methodology to demonstrate that the regions normally involved in musical memory encoding are
strikingly well preserved in Alzheimer’s disease. This may well underlie the observed preservation
of musical memory in Alzheimer’s disease although this evidence is so far indirect. It would be
highly desirable, though perhaps difficult in practice, to test the hypothesis further in a study with
actual Alzheimer’s diseased patients, testing for musical memory, and potentially collecting
functional MRI data of musical memory.
In conclusion, our results suggest a neuroanatomical explanation for the preservation of musical
memory in many Alzheimer’s disease cases and provide evidence for an encoding of musical
memory in brain regions that are affected only at late stages of Alzheimer’s disease.8

The motivation for the Beaumont Care project then hinged on developing neuroscientific
evidence which pointed to the success of the use of music in enhancing the quality of life of
people living with dementia; engaging their memories and stimulating their emotions. This
new project was different from several existing studies, however, in that it involved the
creation of original music, rather than the introduction of playlists of pre-existing music
potentially previously known by listeners.

The 2014 documentary Alive Inside covers the work of New York based social worker Dan
Coehn and highlights tangible contexts where personalised music; that is, pre-existing known
music was having positive health outcomes for patients living with dementia. The
documentary demonstrates that even in the most severe and advanced forms of dementia,
music can have a positive, even ‘reawakening’ effect on people.9

Measuring the outcomes of the effect of newly composed music was never an intention of my
project, however – and there were no hypothetical presuppositions with regards to the success
Gael Chételat, et al., “Why musical memory can be preserved in advanced Alzheimer’s disease,” Brain,
Volume 138, Issue 8 (2015): 2438 – 2450.
9
Michael Rossato-Bennett, Alive Inside (New York: The Film Sales Company, 2014).
8
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or otherwise of the music which was to be composed. My new composition was not therefore
to be an experiment, or a work intended to facilitate measurable neuroscientific outcomes.
Nor was it an experiment in music therapy. It was ultimately a work of art motivated by a
very particular utility.

The subsequent development of a methodology towards the type of music that may be
suitable for such an open-ended preliminary idea was to occupy some extended length of
time; particularly with regards to the development of musical form through content, and how
this would exactly manifest in a work with such a specific initial brief. Since the 1960s, an
area of cross disciplinary research between neuroscience and music has developed. Recent
writings broadly suggest there is a correlation between the coherence of musical structures
and the physiological reaction culminating in mental satisfaction in humans. Jonah Lehrer
highlights that:

This reward is entirely abstract and may involve such factors as suspended expectations and a sense
of resolution. Indeed, composers and performers frequently take advantage of such phenomena, and
manipulate emotional arousal by violating expectations in certain ways or by delaying the predicted
outcome (for example, by inserting unexpected notes or slowing tempo) before the resolution to
heighten the motivation for completion.10

With regards to the Beaumont Care project, given its foundation of being original and
tailored music, there was a prospect of creating a kind of living soundtrack, or an aural
environment which could – through familiarity – create a sense of routine and daily order.
The intention behind the delivery of the music then was to become a guiding factor in the
creative direction of the work overall. The structure of the work would ultimately be inspired
by an intention to provide music for certain times of the day, relating to the typical moods of
people living with dementia. The work would also provide the opportunity to demarcate
communal meeting times and mark times of day more generally in the fashion of a musical
cue.

It was through a dialogue with the Beaumont Care staff, and particularly Tara Quirke, which
would give rise to the development of the new work. The project was then further informed
Jonah Lehrer, “Neuroscience of music,” Wired Magazine 19 January (2011),
https://www.wired.com/2011/01/the-neuroscience-of-music (accessed June 26, 2016).
10
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by published studies of the mounting evidence of the success of musical intervention in
contexts of advanced dementia care such as the BMC Geriatrics journal publication
pertaining to music therapy programs carried out by Methodist Homes in Derby, United
Kingdom and Anglia Ruskin University. The article: ‘Individual music therapy for managing
neuropsychiatric symptoms for people with dementia and their carers: a cluster randomised
controlled feasibility study’, has highlighted that: “Whilst dementia symptoms (NPI scores)
in the standard care group increased over 5 months, dementia symptoms in the music therapy
group decreased.”11 It was also noted, however, that: “The active engagement of staff and
relatives and the continuing provision of tailored [musical] interventions and support are
reportedly key to an intervention’s success.”12

II.3 The conception of Monday to Friday
The creative processes in the formulation of the new work were to be fundamentally shaped
by my response to the initial brief. The original concept of writing music for different times
of a single day was, however, soon expanded to include pieces for different times of day – for
each day of the working week – Monday through to Friday. From this point, the form and
function of the music were entwined, in as much that the structural underpinnings of the work
were also demarcations for the times of day the music should be listened to. The title of the
work, Monday to Friday, thus signifies both the work’s musical structure and intended
listening times. The work was to provide an experience over a protracted period – in this case
a week – with the designated listening times throughout the day. The four movements for
each day, were intended to be played at morning, lunchtime, evening/dinner time and
overnight, throughout the living areas of Beaumont Care via recordings.

From the outset, however, I felt enforcement of these listening times should not be strictly
mandated, particularly if people were inclined to listen to the work either selectively or in its
entirety. So whilst the initial structural inspiration was a driving factor in the organisation of
the musical material, the long-term utility of the work was immediately opened to multiple
methods of delivery; first and foremost as a recording to be played by carers in a care
Jörg Fachner, et al., “Individual music therapy for managing neuropsychiatric symptoms for people with
dementia and their carers: a cluster randomised controlled feasibility study,” BMC Geriatrics, 15:84
(July 2015): 3.
12
Ibid., 11 – 12.
11
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situation, but then also as a recording to be simply enjoyed at one’s leisure, or a piece of
concert music to be performed in whole or in part.

The work would then be available to be listened to in different ways, without prioritising an
authoritative or complete version of the listening experience. In this sense, the moment of
listening became a primary focus of the overall work, in tandem with how – through repeat
listening – such music could be appreciated within a much larger meta-structure. That is, the
music would serve to reinforce one’s sense of being at a certain time of day, as well as simply
demarcating a time of day as a musical cue. In further developing my approach towards
composing music to engage the attention of people with short term and severe memory loss, I
also considered the existentialism of Heidegger in Being and Time13 and the Hegelian “view
of human existence as permeated by the human past.”14 Peter Dews has summarised:
Our relation to the past is not one of Erinnerung, of ‘recollection in tranquillity’, but rather of
‘repetition’ and ‘recapitulation’ (Wiederholung. Etymologically, ‘bringing-back’), in which our
attempt to grasp our own rootedness in the past is driven by the urgency of a need to establish an
authentic relation to our still to-be-realized possibilities of being.15

II.4 Writing to a brief and the development of a compositional strategy
Rather than writing for a more sonically homogenous ensemble such as a string quartet, I
decided to score the work for a quartet of flute (doubling alto flute), viola, vibraphone and
piano. I felt this instrumentation would provide a wider scope for colouristic variety and lead
to instrumental combinations otherwise unforeseen. Given the structural requirements of the
work, with movements intended for different times of day, it seemed appropriate to structure
the work in such a way that instrumental combinations and permutations were explored
thoroughly – including instrumental solos, combinations of duos and trios as well as the
combined quartet. Tempos and dynamics were also considered within the context of
providing a mood suitable for different times of day – faster during the day, whilst slower for

13

Martin Heidegger, Being and Time, (New York: Harper Perennial, 2008).
Peter Dews, Logics of Disintegration: Post-structuralist Thought and the Claims of Critical Theory, (New
York: Verso, 1987 and 2007), 80.
15
Ibid.
14
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later in the day, and slowest and most dynamically soft for the pieces intended for late night
or overnight listening. These decisions were arrived at following on from discussion with
Linda Beaumont and Tara Quirk.

It was felt in the morning, music should be gentle but with movement. Afternoon music
should be relaxing and wistful; particularly given that people living with dementia by lunch
time can become both fatigued and emotionally overwhelmed. Music for evening and dinner
times was more lyrical and texturally rich – designed to accompany dinner or communal
meetings, whilst the overnight pieces were the most serene, lulling and transparent.

Just as the overall structure of the work was integral to its conception, these immediate
musical considerations with regards to the utility of the work were also intrinsic to the work’s
composition. When composing music in this fashion, like tailoring music for any specific
tangible and collaborative purpose, it is notable just how elemental such factoring is at the
level of conception of the work. The initial considerations subsequently go on to shape the
overall consistency and tone of the entire composition.

II.5 Music for representing the passing of time
Historically there is of course a precedent for compositions which reflect moments in time or
are structured around abstract time scales – Vivaldi’s Four Seasons being the most renowned
– where individual concertos are metaphors of a season whilst the movements themselves are
more particular musical metaphors of seasonal qualities. In the case of Vivaldi, these
concertos are informed by poetry and vivid imagery, such as falling snow of winter, the joys
of spring and the heat of summer and autumnal hunting. More contemporaneously, Max
Richter, who himself has ‘re-composed’ Vivaldi’s Four Seasons,16 has also composed Sleep,
an 8-hour work intended to be listened to overnight and based on the neuroscience of sleep.17
My own project, however, whilst relating to specific times, was also to engage with ideas of
memory. Given the challenges of short-term memory failure for those living with dementia, I
felt that composing music that was rigorously structured but also with techniques of variation,

16
17

Max Richter, Recomposed by Max Richter: Vivaldi – The Four Seasons, (Deutsche Grammophon, 2012).
Max Richter, Sleep, (Deutsche Grammophon, 2015).
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would be particularly suitable to create a stable aural environment which would, in a longerterm deployment, potentially provide a sense of familiarity.

Given that the different times of day were to be represented by single movements, they could
be delivered either as single tracks, or played on a loop. This made sense particularly for the
music for overnight listening as dementia patients in secure facilities sometimes go
wandering around the corridors for long periods of time. The music in the corridors and
hallways of the care home could then take on a sonic ambience during these hours. Tracks for
afternoon and evening may only be played once or twice and serve as cues for a meeting
time; though again could be played on multiple occasions at the discretion of residents or
carers.

II.6 Music for morning – Monday I and Tuesday I
Monday I for viola and piano establishes some of the key compositional strategies deployed
throughout Monday to Friday. The rising melody of the viola could be considered as a
metaphor of the rising of the individual in the morning and/or the rising sun, over a repeating
harmonic scheme which symbolises perseverance. The compositional approach to the
material is also one which prioritises fixed harmonic schemes as a basis for variation, thus
providing a musical language which is audibly identifiable within a short duration, whilst also
evolving and changing in a way so as to avoid literal repetition. The opening four bars for
piano alone outlines the harmonic scheme upon which almost all the movement is
constructed.

13

Example 1, Monday I, b.1-4

This progression deviates only twice – where an alternate harmonic scheme is outlined between
b.13-16 and b.21-24
Example 2, Monday I, b.13-16

As stated, the decision to implement fixed harmonic schemes in Monday I was developed as
an attempt to imply a metaphor of perseverance. This attempt at musical metaphor also
extends to the phrase structuring, with the music constantly falling into regular 4-bar phrases.
The opening statement of the viola is framed over 8-bars – a rising, then falling melody. The
alternate harmonic scheme is then outlined with a more contained melodic figure from the
viola. This leads into a new melodic line over the initial harmonic scheme, before returning to
the alternate scheme which subsequently serves as a pivot to a restatement of the opening
viola melody (of b.5), this time with a new voicing in the piano right hand, though again with
the same harmonic material. The final four bars, Meno Mosso, states the opening melody an
octave lower in the viola.

14
Tuesday I expands upon this idea of melodic variation, to include the entire quartet,
presenting a series of fourteen textural ‘variations’ or parts, derived from a 6-bar harmonic
scheme. Parts eleven and twelve culminate in the most texturally dense variations of the
movement.

Example 3, Tuesday I, b.1-6 (part 1 of 14)
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Example 4, Tuesday I, b.55-60 (part 11 of 14)

Whereas the constancy of harmonic structure in Monday I was contrasted with an evolving
melodic line, in the case of Tuesday I, it is the accretion of orchestration – over a fixed
harmonic scheme – which is the driving formal parameter of the work’s construction. Once
the density of the eleventh and twelfth harmonic reiterations are reached, the final two 6-bar
statements are more restrained in both dynamic and pitch range, leading to a tapered
conclusion.

By returning to the opening texture of the movement, formal cogency is achieved through
orchestration rather than by thematic difference. It is this approach which lends the
movement a unity of structural impetus through repetition whilst creating a directionality
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born out of textural transformation. This strategy is continued in Thursday I where a 4-bar
harmonic scheme is again explored through textural variations. The approach is later
explored in other movements relating to different times of day such as Thursday III, which,
like Monday I, derives variation through the deployment of melody over a fixed harmonic
scheme.
Ultimately through both ‘repetition’ and ‘recapitulation’ the music for morning listening
frequently attempts to allude to notions that in one’s attempt to foster a developing individual
identity, we are also drawn into affirming our foundations in the past.18 This key point
highlights the nature in which the utility of the music of Monday to Friday informed the
creative decision-making process. Resultingly the music aims to evoke musical metaphor for
times of day and yet simultaneously serves a specific and functional utility which relates to
potential moods of people with dementia at those times.

II.7 Music for afternoon – Wednesday II
Music composed for the afternoons was informed by a need to compose music which would
be listened to during a period when those living with dementia can be somewhat
overwhelmed or even emotionally distressed. Subsequently, the music composed for
afternoon listening attempts to create a calming atmosphere through flowing figurations and
often with an emphasis on melody.

Notably the use of triple meter is common to Monday II, Tuesday II, Wednesday II, Thursday
II and Friday II, thus establishing some similarity between the music for this time of day
through a technical underpinning which through repeated listening may re-enforce the
association of the music with this specific time of day. In the case of Wednesday II, the piece
is scored for flute and piano with metronome marking of = 120.

18

Peter Dews, Logics of Disintegration, 80.
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Example 5, Wednesday II, b.1-16

The right-hand of the piano offers a flowing quaver line which serves to outline harmonic
progressions in an ostinato-type fashion while the flute line sings over this. The variation
principle of works such as Tuesday I is here reconsidered; rather than a short 4-bar or 6-bar
scheme serving to provide the basis for constant textural variation in a modular fashion; the
opening harmonic scheme is expanded to 16-bars (comprising of two 8-bar statements). The
following 16-bars are then divided into four 4-bar schemes with new harmonic material. This
overall 32-bar harmonic scheme – along with the flute melody – is then restated (from b.33)
with the addition of a final cadence in conclusion.

18
Example 6, Wednesday II, b.17-34

II.8 Music for evening – Monday III and Friday III
The pieces for evening listening could be considered to more closely resemble traditional
forms of composition such as the nineteenth century salon style works of John Field or
Frédéric Chopin – this is particularly true of Monday III, Tuesday III and Friday III (i.e. not
modular forms or the micro-variation forms which make up some of the other movements).
These movements expand upon ideas of writing melodies with accompanying harmonisations
with a view to being appreciated more directly within a communal gathering such as
assembling for dinner.

19

Despite being evocative of traditional genres however, I felt it was important that these
evening movements stylistically cohere with the work overall. Cadential figures subsequently
function in non-standard ways – such as in Monday III, where added note harmonies and
inversions contribute to irregular resolutions, whilst still being suggestive of directional
harmonic schemes. Similar strategies are often utilised by composers such as Frederic
Rzewski in his De Profundis19 and Michael Nyman’s solo piano works featured on the album
The Piano Sings.20 Monday III still makes use of repetition however, with 5-bar, 4-bar and 7bar phrases repeated along with the use of a Da Capo al Fine which establishes an A-B-C-AB-C-A-B form.

Example 7, Monday III, b.1-5

Friday III begins with the piano outlining a 10-bar harmonic scheme in crotchets, with added
note harmonic progressions serving as an underpinning for the following four iterations of
melody. Initially from the flute (b.11-20), then joined in counter melody in the viola (b.2130), the viola then takes the melody countered by a higher flute line (b.31-40), then both flute
and viola join in octaves ending the evening with a sense of resolution (b.41-51). This

19

See: Frederic Rzewski, Rzewski Plays Rzewski: Piano Works 1975-1999, (Nonesuch, 2002).
Michael Nyman, The Piano Sings, (MN Records, 2005). (N.B. Album includes music composed for films of
Peter Greenaway, Michael Winterbottom and Andrew Niccol)
20

20
‘coming together’ of the flute and viola at the works conclusion specifically relates to the
work’s utility of bringing people together for meetings and/or mealtime.

Example 8, Friday III, b.41-51
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II.9 Music for overnight – Monday IV, Tuesday IV, Wednesday IV, Thursday
IV and Friday IV
The creative approach towards the music for overnight listening was to rely heavily on a
process-oriented means of generating content, born out of the intention of the music being
played on a loop overnight in the care home. In this context of providing an immersive
listening experience, notions of beginnings and endings were not conventionally considered.
Subsequently a pre-compositional approach to the deployment of musical materials was
prioritised, giving way to a heightened formalism and a type of music that was suitable to be
repeated ad libitum.

It was paramount, however, that whilst change occurs in the music, a recurring constant
should underpin the structure. This would take on various guises. In the case of Monday IV,
the constant is the vibraphone, with a 10-bar recurring quaver pattern underpinning all
subsequent development in the flute, viola and piano. In Tuesday IV the limiting content was
the pitch material, with the use of note names, E-G-A-D. Other imposed limitations in this
movement included only using viola harmonics, along with the maintaining of a crotchet
pulse (despite changing time signatures). Different voicings of these four notes are
subsequently explored whilst the durations of the viola notes are protracted. Ultimately, the
high and low registers of the piano join the texture.

Wednesday IV, explores two harmonic progressions with different registral treatments in the
piano with accompanying bowed vibraphone tones. The movement falls in two halves with
the second essentially displacing the first half, up an octave, creating a form of A1 (b.1-9), B1
(b.10-22), A2 (b.23-31), B2 (b.32-44).

The movement is then repeated to produce an A1 B1 A2 B2 A1 B1 A2 B2 form.

Thursday IV for alto flute, viola and piano takes a 4-bar harmonic progression and explores a
series of inversions and voicing possibilities. The progression is reiterated twenty-four times,
thus resulting in twelve different voicing versions.

22
Friday IV begins with an 8-bar solo flute line, which is then taken up by the piano and
expanded to 12-bars. The viola takes up a C-drone which it maintains for most of the work.

Example 9, Friday IV, b.9-20

The opening melody is restated again, this time by the flute, though it too this time states the
expanded 12-bar version. A new 6-bar figure is then introduced by the piano before returning
to its initial statement (from b. 9) at b.39; this time with accompanying bowed vibraphone
and sustained lower register flute.
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Example 10, Friday IV, b.37-52

The importance of concepts of similarity and difference in the structural development of the
overnight movements can be appreciated in the variance of textural underpinnings between
initial and subsequent restatements of melody here. At b.51 the flute then takes up the melody
(as it had in b.21), and again the piano follows with its alternate figure, this time, however,
adding bass notes and concluding.

Subsequently, Friday IV takes on a binary-type form of: Intro A1 B1 A2 B2.

All these movements for overnight listening demonstrate strategies of composition which are
reductionist and reliant upon an economical use of musical material. The content evolves
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through minor variations of the structural underpinnings, thus relating differences between
established musical elements or a singular figuration. These utilisations of binary systems – a
kind of Either/Or – are foundational to some of the key tropes of my compositions presented
throughout this exegesis and they manifest most profoundly in my opera Herakleitos. The
formal contrasts aim to engender a music which encourages audience engagement through
the development and variation of set material.

II.10 Delivery and Response
The recording session for Monday to Friday took place at the Sydney Conservatorium of
Music, Recital Hall East with Sally Walker, flute, Alexandru-Mihai Bota, viola, Alison Pratt,
vibraphone and Clemens Leske, piano. The sessions were recorded by sound engineer Bob
Scott and edited by David Trumpmanis. All sessions, including the editing, were supervised
by myself. The album art direction was undertaken by Rebecca Violante.

With the commercial release of the Monday to Friday CD, the wider public response and
media coverage was certainly above and beyond that typical of a work by a contemporary
Australian composer. The utility of the work, and the power of music to provide positive
health outcomes in the aged care sector really connected with the wider public. The project
was subsequently covered by The Australian, The Sydney Morning Herald,21 The Daily
Telegraph, 2GB, The Music Show22 on ABC Radio National with Andrew Ford, as well as on
ABC News Television – Weekend Breakfast and East Side FM. In February 2019 Monday to
Friday was nominated for ‘Innovation of the Year – Dementia Solution’ at the 7th Asia
Pacific Eldercare Innovation Awards 2019 to be held in Singapore in May.

Peter Munro in The Sydney Morning Herald: “Recently he [Cyrus Meurant] performed Monday III for me
during a visit to the Conservatorium. The music is hauntingly beautiful. It makes me feel calm and wistful.”
Article: “The sound of music awakens the muddled minds of dementia residents in aged care,”
https://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/music/the-sound-of-music-awakens-the-muddled-minds-of-dementiaresidents-in-aged-care-20161213-gtaikd.html.
22
Cyrus Meurant, “Cyrus Meurant’s Monday to Friday,” Interview by Andrew Ford. The Music Show, ABC
Radio National, Saturday 11 February 2017, https://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/musicshow/cyrusmeurant/8255440.
21
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II.11 Conclusions
For people living with dementia, music can play an important role in engaging their
remaining sensory perception and result in positive quality of life outcomes; not just for
patients but for their immediate family and friends who will also witness the joy and positive
outcomes music can provide for those with advanced care needs. Findings in recent
neuroscience with regards to the way the human brain perceives music could also act as a
wakeup call to contemporary composers to consider the relevance of their music and the way
it may engage a wider audience; or to be more philosophical on this point, what part of our
being it speaks to. The 2015 BMC study of using music therapy in care situations in the
United Kingdom: “suggested potential sustained benefits on residents’ wellbeing and
symptoms over the 5-month period of intervention and two-month period postintervention.”23

I have been constantly reminded during the creation of Monday to Friday that listening to and
engaging with music meets a fundamental and universal human need. I would contend then
that it should not be considered artistically compromising to compose music which is
intended to be directly communicative or endeavours to be emotionally engaging.

The role of musical intervention in care situations is in its relative infancy, and this project
demonstrates an attempt to engage with these pioneering developments. Ongoing debates
around concepts of communication versus understanding are also valid – and offer a vast area
for ongoing studies surrounding the ideas of musical meaning. Dementia studies have
demonstrated that music engages with the most primary level receptors of the brain, beyond
language, and it is through this research that the communicative potential of music to move
human emotions could be better understood. As the BMC study concludes:
This research is at an early stage of development…The working mechanisms of music therapy
sessions still await scientific investigation. The use of psychophysiological measures may
illuminate the agents of change acting on residents’ internal states within sessions. This will help
further clarify the clinical utility of music therapy in dementia care.24

Jörg Fachner, et al., “Individual music therapy for managing neuropsychiatric symptoms for people with
dementia and their carers: a cluster randomised controlled feasibility study,” 17.
24
Ibid.
23
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Monday to Friday was composed to a brief for a primary utility and the musical forms
were frequently born out of a need to compose music which would engage with
concepts of both structural thinking and the passing of time. I found this methodology –
often indebted to concepts of process – most attractive to an aesthetic outlook which
prioritised both a philosophical approach to composition and an exceedingly practical
delivery of the artwork itself.
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Chapter III
Music for Concert Hall: Concertino, Prelude and Vessel
Men do not know how that which is drawn in different directions harmonises with itself. The
harmonious structure of the world depends upon opposite tension, like that of the bow and
the lyre.25 – Herakleitos

III.1 Overview
I present two examples of my concert music in the folio: the Concertino for clarinet and
string quartet, along with Vessel for string orchestra (with Prelude). The Concertino offers a
commentary on the “nature of an artwork”26 by alluding to pre-existing notions of a genre,
and accompanying form. Alternatively, Vessel delivers an: “aesthetic experience”27 with its
content having been conceptualised as a response to extramusical stimulus.

The respective musical materials in the Concertino and Vessel generate inner tension, whilst
their respective titles set up tensions between the two compositions themselves. In both
works, these qualities are further elaborated through the ways in which content relates to
abstract ideas of genre and extramusical inspiration. The methodologies underpinning these
aesthetic considerations ensure that the Concertino and Vessel comprise fundamentally
different formal structures.

The vertical and horizontal architecture of the Concertino is integrally generated with its
identity emerging through this tendency towards opposition. This tension is most
immediately delineated through the timbral difference of the solo clarinet and the
accompanying string quartet, whilst in a formal sense through the work’s two-movement

Herakleitos, “Fragment 45,” in John Burnet, Early Greek Philosophy, 136 – 137.
Jim Samson, “Genre,” Grove Music Online, 20 January 2001,
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.40599.
27
Ibid.
25
26
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structure. Subsequently, via the deployment of title and content, the Concertino can generate
“generic meaning.”28 This idea pertaining to genre is further clarified by Jim Samson:

Clearly, within this interaction, the content may subvert the expectations created by the title, though
it can do so only where a sufficient correspondence of title and content has been established in the
first place.29

Vessel meanwhile is a metaphorical re-contextualisation of Psalm 2 as set by Thomas Tallis
in his “third mode melody” (Why fum’th in fight) from the 9 Psalm Tunes for Archbishop
Parker's Psalter; that is, the work exists within a calculated distance to both an ancient
biblical text and a pre-existing musical setting of it. Vessel also refers to Claude Goudimel’s
harmonisation of Psalm 2 from the Genevan Psalter. Vessel is ultimately conceived as a
response to these stimuli and is in a non-traditional musical form; thus, placing it in some
notional opposition to the formal methodologies implied by the Concertino.

These seemingly divergent approaches are, however, ultimately ancillary to one another. It is
through this opposition that respective identities come into actuality and functionalities can
be fully appraised. As Lawrence Kramer contends: “The historical and the transhistorical
engender each other and form the necessary condition of each other’s coherence. At the same
time, each resists the other, potentially providing the negative and critical force necessary to
correct both the reductionist tendency of historicism and the inflating tendencies of aesthetic
idealism.”30

The Concertino and Vessel side-by-side are particularly demonstrative of the concept of genre
functioning as a “double existence,” an idea advanced by Robert Samuels. Samuels posits
this “double existence” as both a “musical category and a social construct, inviting a journey
through musical intertextuality to the world beyond the notes…The recognition that a social
element can participate in both the definition and the function of genre releases its energy and
confirms its continuing value for our culture.”31
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Ibid.
Ibid.
30
Lawrence Kramer, “Introduction,” in Musical Meaning and Human Values, eds. Keith Chapin and Lawrence
Kramer, (New York: Fordham University Press, 2009), 8.
31
See: Jim Samson, “Genre,” and Robert Samuels, Mahler's Sixth Symphony: A Study in Semiotics, (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1995), 91 – 132.
29
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New perspectives surrounding ideas of genre were initially emergent from the field of literary
criticism in the 1960s, before fanning out into the wider liberal arts including musicology.
Hans Robert Jauss’ ‘Literary history as a challenge to literary theory’ and Harold Bloom’s
Anxiety of Influence are key modern texts in the advancement of dialogues surrounding ideas
of genre. Jauss stipulates:

The theory of the aesthetics of reception not only allows the understanding of the meaning and form
of a literary work within the historical development of its reception. It also demands the ordering
of the individual work in its "literary series" so that its historical position and significance in the
context of literary experience can be recognized. Literary history based on the history of reception
and impact will reveal itself as a process in which the passive reception of the reader and critic
changes into the active reception and new production of the author or in which — stated differently
— a subsequent work solves formal and moral problems that the last work raised and may then
itself present new problems.32

Bloom would subsequently examine the agon or struggle inherent in the act of the creation of
original art works in the shadow of pre-existing master works by “strong poets”33; replete
with Freudian notions of defence and annihilation.

Meanwhile, Heather Dubrow advances that:

A writer may deliberately confound our tentative assumptions about the genre in which he is
writing, or a work that is essentially in one literary form may include episodes in or allusions to
many other literary forms as well. Above all, as we read we are often acutely conscious of the ways
the writer is reshaping his genre even while working within it. 34

Frequently, my recent concert works have been written as a response to requests from
performers, and in a few instances have been adapted from dance scores. As these requests
for new works have varied in nature, so too have my approaches to the creative processes and
contingencies surrounding ideas of genre, extramusical inspiration and concert curation.

Hans Robert Jauss, “Literary history as a challenge to literary theory,” trans. Elizabeth Benzinger, New
Literary History, Vol. 2, No. 1, A Symposium on Literary History (Autumn, 1970), 23 – 24.
33
Harold Bloom, The anxiety of influence; a theory of poetry, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1973), 5.
“My concern is only with strong poets, major figures with the persistence to wrestle with their strong precursors,
even to the death.”
34
Heather Dubrow, Genre, (London: Methuen & Co. Ltd, 1982), 31.
32
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III.2 Developing compositional approaches relating to concepts of genre
In 2013, Michael Askill suggested I compose a work for percussion and piano – in the
tradition of Paris Conservatoire examination recital pieces. The Suite for percussion and
piano (2015) is most suitable for inclusion in undergraduate student recitals where
proficiency across a range of orchestral percussion instruments is assessed. The work
displays a range of influences including Alexander Tcherepnin, John Lewis,35 synth-pop and
new wave musicians including Giorgio Moroder and Moby,36 minimalism37 and fin de siècle
allusions.38
Following the Suite, I composed several works for woodwinds including Loure39 for solo
flute (2105), Four Pieces40 for soprano saxophone and electric organ (2015) and
Monuments41 for oboe and drones (2016). Monuments, simultaneously engages with both
contemporary and historical approaches of composition – in an Either/Or fashion42 –
ultimately drawing on the ideas of archaeology in the writings of Michel Foucault43 whilst
equating drones to ideas of foundations.44 Overall Monuments draws on divergent
influences45 and is the genuine precursor to the Concertino for clarinet and string quartet, in
that the solo instrument frequently stands in contrast, even opposition, to its musical
accompaniment.

35

Modern Jazz Quartet, Pyramid, (Atlantic, 1960).
See: God Moving Over the Face of the Waters from Moby, Everything Is Wrong, (Elektra – Mute, 1995).
37
See: Steve Reich, Music for 18 Musicians, (Nonesuch, 1998) and Philip Glass, Music in Twelve Parts
(Nonesuch, 1993).
38
See: Gabriel Fauré, Messe de Requiem, eds. Christina M. Stahl and Michael Stegemann, (Kassel: BärenreiterVerlag, 2011).
39
Composed for flautist Nicola Crowe, Loure premiered at a 2015 concert exclusively of my own music which
included concert versions of the dance scores of Pars Pro Toto and KLASH. Loure was inspired by such works
as Johann Sebastian Bach’s Partita in A minor for solo flute and Arthur Honegger’s Danse de la chèvre.
40
Composed for saxophonist Andrew Smith and inspired by a range of influences including: Wes Montgomery,
Boss Guitar, (Riverside, 1963).
41
Composed for oboist Ben Opie.
42
See: Søren Kierkegaard, Either/Or: A Fragment of Life, trans. Alastair Hannay (London: Penguin Books Ltd,
1992), N.B. Kierkegaard writings have been subject to existentialist, Christian and Freudian interpretations.
Kierkegaard was also himself hugely influenced by Heraclitus.
43
For Foucault archaeology: “does not treat discourse as document, as a sign of something else, as an element
that ought to be transparent…it is concerned with discourse in its own volume, as a monument.” See: Michel
Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge, trans, Alan Sheridan, (New York: Pantheon Books, 1972) 138 – 9.
44
The accompanying drones cold also evoke comparison with the work of La Monte Young, John Cale and
Tony Conrad. See: Tony Conrad, Four Violins (1964), (Table of Elements, 1964/1996).
45
Influences ranging from Medieval and Baroque music, Indian music, as well as jazz fusion riffs; such as in the
work of Jean-Luc Ponty. See: Jean-Luc Ponty, Upon the Wings of Music, (Atlantic, 1975).
36
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Clarinettist David Rowden, proposed the idea of my composing a concertino for his own
performance with the Omega Ensemble in 2017, following on from my composing two works
for flute, clarinet and piano: Eventide Visions (2013) and Impromptu (2015). The new
Concertino would form part of a program of works including Mozart’s String Quartet No. 17
‘The Hunt’, Ian Munro’s Songs from the Bush – Clarinet Quintet and Busoni’s Suite for
clarinet quintet – to be performed at the Utzon Room, Sydney Opera House.

Of immediate interest to me was how the concertino stood as a derivation of the more
ubiquitous concept of the concerto. Through the deployment of title, there was a pre-coded
and essential opposition to an established genre form, enabling a comparison to conceptions
of genre, whilst still the potential to interrogate those concepts at a kind of remove.

A concertino is defined by Arthur Hutchings as:

A work with solo instrument, or instruments, less ambitious in scale than a concerto, often with few
movements, or cast in one movement with changes of speed and character. This meaning
corresponds with sinfonietta. German practice, however, is to use the term Konzertstück to designate
such a work as Weber’s Clarinet Concertino. Among works of the miniature concerto type are
Hindemith’s Concertino for trautonium and strings, and Milhaud’s Concertino de printemps for
violin and orchestra. The title seems to have come into new vogue during the 1930s. 46

Thus, a concertino claims its own identity through a rubric of comparison to a larger preexisting form; an association that inevitably creates expectations or promotes audience
inquisitiveness. Indeed, the genre form of the concertino may – by its nature – inherently
problematise the more ubiquitous concerto form; given both the concurrent difference
and similarity that the concertino represents to the concerto.
Whilst the title makes simultaneous reference to an idea of a quintessentially classical form
and the potentialities of unpredictable diversions from that form; the title can easily play into
more contemporary ideas of distanciation or deconstruction: a mode of presentation whereby,
as Bertolt Brecht states: “allows us to recognise its subject, but at the same time make it seem

Arthur Hutchings, “Concertino (ii),” Grove Music Online, 20 January 2001,
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.53668.
46
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unfamiliar.” 47 The concept of a ‘concertino’ can thus provide a direct engagement with
concepts of genre, though one which can critique these concepts of other, arguably more
stable genres.

In the case of the Concertino for clarinet and string quartet, through navigating ideas
surrounding the concepts of the concerto genre (in miniature) – particularly as an inherently
dramatic idea – the music was to ultimately deploy musical means with the intent of
increasingly intensifying the listening experience, as it unfolded, thus creating a sense of
insistence, even urgency. As Samson has concluded: “Genre, in short, is viewed as one of the
most powerful codes linking author and reader.”48

Whereas in my previous work, Monuments, in which the musical material was often
conceived of as diverging and returning to a drone in a series of escapes and returns, in the
case of the Concertino, it is the constantly evolving musical material and the interactions
(dichotomy) of the clarinet (soloist) against the string quartet (accompaniment), which creates
the dynamic in which a sense of forward momentum can be generated. Thus, points of
difference can occur both vertically in the musical texture and linearly as textures evolve into
new dichotomies.

The Concertino opens with the clarinet alone, though it is soon accompanied by gradually
accruing muted strings, with the whole quartet entering for the first time pianississimo at
b.15. The clarinet gradually explores a wider pitch range with increasingly filigree gestures.
The quartet progressively lends greater support to the clarinet’s excursions, though the
clarinet and the string quartet remain clearly contrasted in their respective roles of soloist and
accompaniment (particularly from b.31-41).

Not dissimilar to Bertolt Brecht’s concept of Verfremdungeffekt, See: Bertolt Brecht, Brecht on Theatre, 3rd
ed, rev. and ed. by Steve Giles, Tom Kuhn and Marc Silberman, (London: Bloomsbury, 2014).
48
Jim Samson, “Genre,” Grove Music Online.
47
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Example 11, Concertino, b.33-36

A short transitional section commences at b.65 (figure C) with a tempo of = 72. It is here
where the figurations of the opening – as outlined by the clarinet – begin to transform into
quaver figurations in the strings, pre-empting the oscillations and patterns soon to follow.

Example 12, Concertino, b.68-71

34
The second ‘movement’ effectively begins from b.83 (Figure D). Initially at = 72, an
increase in tempo from b.97 culminates in a new statement where, again, a dichotomy is
established with longer clarinet tones supported by oscillations and flowing figures in the
quartet (now at = 112).

Example 13, Concertino, b.98-101

There is an increase in the frequency of tempo changes and harmonic modulations as the
work proceeds. A shift to C minor at b.164 along with an increase in tempo to = 120 adds
more tension to the musical drama. We are, however, faced for the first time with the
potentiality of the clarinet and string quartet converging towards the same figurations, as they
both outline pulsing quavers in &8and %8 respectively.
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Example 14, Concertino, b.162-166

The clarinet breaks away from the quartet again however with cascading semiquavers in
b.178 and b.179 before temporarily withdrawing from the proceedings entirely as violin II,
viola and cello continue as a trio only, with the tempo increasing to = 132. The clarinet rejoins the quartet at b.188 articulating as it had at b.164, though this time doubling the
figurations with the viola. The tempo then increases to = 144 with the alternating time
signatures 98and *8 lending a sense of further instability.

From b.196 (Figure I) we are presented with the final two contrasting approaches to texture
(both of which articulate a difference between the clarinet and string quartet). Initially the
clarinet plays flowing semiquavers over leggiero harmonic blocks from the strings. A marked
contrast ensues with forte and marcato string figures in quavers at b.204 pitted against the
sustained high notes of the clarinet. A return to the prior orchestration occurs at b.212.

36
Example 15, Concertino, b.207-214
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A surging – crescendoing and decrescendoing – climactic passage follows, combining the
scalic semiquaver passages of the clarinet against polyrhythms and contrary motion in the
strings, which reference previous figurations. This passage functions as the penultimate
statement of the Concertino.

Example 16, Concertino, b.247-249

The increased tension generated here is ultimately released in the work’s coda, where a
convergence of rhythmic stability and relative harmonic resolution occurs. The sense of
resolution is realised through an arrival at a constantly recurring harmonic schema of 4-bars,
repeated sixteen times.
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Example 17, Concertino, b.307-312

The Concertino provided a foray into the writing of a type of music which was relating to a
strong conceptual idea, whilst also being preoccupied with a dramatic, even goal oriented
musical language. The musical language carried over from some recently completed works at
the time including: As time goes by; a one-hour dance work composed for choreographer
Brett Morgan, as well as the already discussed chamber work Monday to Friday.

Concurrently with the Concertino, I was beginning to spend considerably more time
composing my opera Herakleitos, so much so that some material later not incorporated in the
Concertino was to find its way into the opera. In the meantime, another opportunity to
compose a work for the Australian Youth Orchestra Momentum Ensemble presented itself
with the commission of a new work for Len Amadio’s 80th birthday. I was then able to
develop a key intermezzo from Herakleitos into a standalone orchestral work All things come
into being and pass away, related to the Heraclitean concept of the river. In retrospect, this
incursion into a deeply metaphorical approach to composition – inspired by an ancient source
text – was also to be vital in my approach to composing Vessel for string orchestra.
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III.3 Text as a basis for extramusical inspiration
Ideas pertaining to concert curation and even improvisation would manifest themselves in my
brief for a new work for the ACO Collective tour of 2018 which included music of Purcell,
Vaughan Williams and Britten. Following discussions with artistic director Pekka Kuusisto, it
became apparent that a utility was demanded of my work in that it should serve as a vehicle
for the ACO Collective musicians to enter the stage in a theatrical way and provide a context
within which to improvise. This initial objective of stage entry and improvisation is manifest
in the Prelude, which also pre-empts Vessel proper (through delineated pitch content as the
basis for improvisation). In order to relate my new work to the entire concert program more
broadly however I considered embarking upon my own “re-composition” of English music to
fit the program. I subsequently resolved to compose my own musical response to Thomas
Tallis’ Psalm 2 setting Why fum'th in fight.
In Tallis’ Why fum'th in fight, themes of nonconformity in contrast to submission are manifest
with severity. It was Tallis’ setting – also known as the “third mode melody” from the 9
Psalm Tunes for Archbishop Parker's Psalter – that centuries later would form the basis for
Vaughan Williams’ Fantasia on a theme of Thomas Tallis. In the composition of my new
work, I attempted to engage with the essence of the original Tallis psalm as inspiration rather
than compose a “fantasia” on a musical theme or develop a literal set of “variations”.
Ultimately, the work would become a kind of “vessel” (Psalm 2:9) through which these
timeless ideas are metaphorically re-contextualised.

Metaphor grows out of a need of conventional words themselves ironically being
catachresis49 for situations. Paul Ricouer draws attention to Fontanier’s distinction of
primitive meaning and figurative meaning. These extensions of meaning – forced beyond
conventionality – are themselves cases of catachresis.50 It seems only natural that such an
extension, beyond words, should include music. As Ricouer contends with regards to
metaphor: “To apprehend or perceive, to contemplate, to see similarity – such is metaphor’s

"catachresis, n." is literally defined as: “Improper use of words; application of a term to a thing which it does
not properly denote; abuse or perversion of a trope or metaphor.” in Oxford English Dictionary Online,
December 2018, Oxford: Oxford University Press, www.oed.com/view/Entry/28665.
50
Paul Ricouer, The rule of metaphor: Multi-disciplinary studies of the creation of meaning in language, trans.
Robert Czerny (Toronto: Toronto University Press, 1977), 71.
49
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genius-stroke, which marks the poet, naturally enough, but also the philosopher. And this is
what remains to be discussed in a theory of metaphor that will conjoin poetics and
ontology.”51Vessel subsequently takes on a modular approach to composition in a series of
poetic musical responses to each of the twelve verses of the psalm. The twelve parts
immediately segue into one another, with each section presenting various permutations of
instrumentation: solos, duos, trios, quartets and whole section divisions.

Psalm 2
1. Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain thing?
2. The kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers take counsel together, against the Lord, and
against his anointed, saying,
3. Let us break their bands asunder, and cast away their cords from us.
4. He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the Lord shall have them in derision.
5. Then shall he speak unto them in his wrath, and vex them in his sore displeasure.
6. Yet have I set my king upon my holy hill of Zion.
7. I will declare the decree: the Lord hath said unto me, Thou art my Son; this day have I begotten
thee.
8. Ask of me, and I shall give thee the heathen for thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the
earth for thy possession.
9. Thou shalt break them with a rod of iron; thou shalt dash them in pieces like a potter's vessel.
10. Be wise now therefore, O ye kings: be instructed, ye judges of the earth.
11. Serve the Lord with fear, and rejoice with trembling.
12. Kiss the Son, lest he be angry, and ye perish from the way, when his wrath is kindled but a
little. Blessed are all they that put their trust in him. 52

51
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Ibid, 30.
Psalm 2, King James Version.
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Psalm 2 from The Whole Psalter Translated (Archbishop Parker's Psalter)
1. Why fumeth in fight: the Gentils spite,

7. Gods wordes decreed: I (Christ) wil sprede

In fury raging stout?

for God thus sayd to me/e:

Why taketh in hond: the people fond,

My sonne I say: thou art, this day,

Uayne thinges to bring about?

I haue begotten the/e.

2. The kinges arise: the lordes deuise,

8. Aske thou of me/e: I will geue the/e,

in counsayles mett therto:

to rule all Gentils londes:

Agaynst the Lord: with false accord,

Thou shalt possesse: in suernesse,

against his Christ they go.

the world how wide it stondes.

3. Let vs they say: breake downe their ray,

9. With iron rod: as mighty God,

of all their bondes and cordes:

all rebels shalt thou bruse:

We will renounce: that they pronounce,

And breake them all: in pieces small,

their loores as stately lordes.

as sherdes the potters vse.

4. But God of might: in heauen so bright,

10. Be wise therfore: ye kinges the more,

Shall laugh them all to scorne:

Receyue ye wisdomes lore:

The Lord on hie: shall them defie,

Ye iudges strong: of right and wrong,

they shall be once forlorne.

aduise you now before.

5. Then shall his ire: speake all in fire,

11. The Lorde in feare: your seruice beare,

to them agayne therfore:

with dread to him reioyce:

He shall with threate: their malice beate,

Let rages be: resist not ye,

in his displeasure sore.

him serue with ioyfull voyce.

6. Yet am I set: a king so great,

12. The sonne kisse ye: lest wroth he be,

on Sion hill full fast:

lose not the way of rest:

Though me they kill: yet will that hill,

For when his ire: is set on fire,

my lawe and worde outcast.

who trust in hym be blest.53
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Matthew Parker, The Whole Psalter Translated Into English Metre, Which Contayneth an Hundred and Fifty
Psalmes, (London: John Daye, 1567), 546.
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Through offering musical responses to the structure of the Psalm 2 text, Vessel develops an
abstract musical form with clear structural pillars. Parts one through five can be considered a
whole structural ‘statement’ – beginning with a hushed pianississimo, corresponding to the
first verse: “Why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain thing?”

Example 18, Vessel, b.7-12 (part 1 of 12)

The music establishes a harmonic scheme with a recurring descending bass of D-C-G as early
as b.7, however it is in part three (beginning at b.21) in which the musical figuration
establishes a constant $4time signature and recurring harmonic progression that can be
appraised in regular 8-bar phrases. This recurrence and stability of harmonic rhythmic
structure contrasts with the previous time signature of %4, ^4and &4respectively and discontinues
the canonic devices of part two. This change of tack coincides with the themes of verse 3:
“Let us break their bands asunder, and cast away their cords from us.”
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Example 19, Vessel, b.21-28 (part 3 of 12)

The music grows incrementally faster throughout sections one through to three before
establishing a tempo of = 84 in part four. In b.45, violin I (divided) now takes a more
prominent role with sustained higher register from the outside desk whilst introducing a
polyrhythm of triplet crotchets and quintuplet quavers from the inside desk. This is further
offset by quaver patterns in the outside desk of violin II. This textural deployment, suggestive
of differentiation, is a response to verse 4 of the psalm: “He that sitteth in the heavens shall
laugh: the Lord shall have them in derision.” This texture reaches a zenith at b.61, with a rich
orchestration and polyrhythms throughout (both violin I and violin II divided a3). This
corresponds to verse 5 of the psalm: “Then shall he speak unto them in his wrath, and vex
them in his sore displeasure.”
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Example 20, Vessel, b.65-68 (part 5 of 12)

Parts six, seven and eight form a kind of triptych which serves as a contrast to the
accumulative build up of parts one through five, as well as a moment of poise before the
dramatic developments from part nine to the end. Part six begins with ethereal shimmering
violins and a viola solo, which is subsequently presented in 3-part canon at b.78. The viola
melody of part six is then taken up by solo cello, an octave lower in part seven and again in
3-part canon (as in part six). As verse 8 of the psalm refers to “the uttermost parts of the
earth,” so too the string orchestra is divided to its uttermost limits with sixteen separate lines
of music in part eight.
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Example 21, Vessel, b.112-117 (part 8 of 12)
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Part nine re-establishes a forward momentum with oscillating semiquavers in violin II, viola
and cello. This is in an evocation of the verse: “Thou shalt break them with a rod of iron; thou
shalt dash them in pieces like a potter's vessel”. In part ten, the setting of Psalm 2 from the
Genevan Psalter (harmonised by Claude Goudimel) is also referenced as the music
modulates to E minor.

Example 22, Vessel, b.134-137 (part 10 of 12)

A modulation to E minor then follows at b.143, again quoting the Genevan Psalter version of
Psalm 2, fortissimo. This intensity continues to build in part eleven, inspired by the verse:
“Serve the Lord with fear, and rejoice with trembling.” The ensemble reaches an enormous
fortississimo climax and dramatically halts at b.164.

47

Example 23, Vessel, b. 157-164 (part 11 of 12)
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Vessel concludes peacefully, referencing both the very opening musical figures of the work
itself and drawing inspiration from the final verse of Psalm 2: “Blessed are all they that put
their trust in him.”

Example 24, Vessel, b.171-175 (part 12 of 12)

Ultimately, Vessel provides a listening experience whereby one can appreciate contrasts
between the modular parts themselves (producing an unfolding musical drama), as well as the
potential to consider the music in relation to its overall extra-musical inspiration; as a musical
metaphor. Vessel is consequently an archetype of a kind of symbolist form, which is more
thoroughly developed in my dance work Le Petit Prince; where an abstract narrative dance
work is created in reference to a narrative text.
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Chapter IV
Music for Dance: Le Petit Prince
Here is my secret. It’s quite simple: One sees clearly only with the heart. Anything essential
is invisible to the eyes.54 – Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

IV.1 Take-off
Following on from discussions with choreographer Margaux Thomas and director Macbeth
Kaněra in 2017, I was commissioned by Ars Musica Australis to compose the score for a new
dance version of Le Petit Prince to be premiered by the Divadlo F. X. Šaldy Liberec. I was
subsequently invited to the Czech Republic to perform violin in the premiere with pianist
Maxim Biriucov in February 2018.

Le Petit Prince is a story open to countless interpretations; however, the corollary between
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s own life and the characters, places and events of the story are
particularly striking. Ultimately, Le Petit Prince would provide the inspiration for a wide
range of scenarios, characters and thematic explorations and the adaptation into a dance work
is, I feel, very natural. In contemplating the story, we are often left with some fundamental
questions about dreams, the tragedy of war and perspectivism. Simon Blackburn defines
“perspectivism” as:
The view that all truth is truth from or within a particular perspective. The perspective may be a
general human point of view, set by such things as the nature of our sensory apparatus, or it may be
thought to be bound by culture, history, language, class, or gender. Since there may be many
perspectives, there are also different families of truths. The term is frequently applied to Nietzsche’s
philosophy. 55
54

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, The Little Prince, 63.
Simon Blackburn, "perspectivism," in The Oxford Dictionary of Philosophy, Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2016,
http://www.oxfordreference.com.ezproxy1.library.usyd.edu.au/view/10.1093/acref/9780198735304.001.0001/ac
ref-9780198735304-e-2364 (accessed December 2, 2018).
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These concepts of perspectivism, alongside more contemporaneous ideas of symbolism and
non-linearity are strongly inferred through Saint-Exupéry’s discursive modes and plot devices
in Le Petit Prince. It is however through the work’s linear beginnings that this perspectivism
is made possible; that is, the abstract narrative develops out of the pilot’s plane crashing in
the desert. The following episodes arise from this dramatic juncture and are subsequently
presented through the pilot’s point-of-view.

This new version of Le Petit Prince was to be told through music and dance only, so the
viewpoint of narration offered by the book would require a reconsideration – that is, I would
compose music to engage with levels of discursive meaning, particularly the levels of
consciousness which could be discerned between the reality of the pilot’s life – namely the
crash in the desert and his attempts of survival – alongside the hyper-reality or dream
imagery evoked through the appearance of a wide range of characters. Margaux Thomas
provided a synopsis, with scene breakdowns and required timings which was developed
directly from Saint-Exupéry’s book. There would be some minor omissions of characters –
the business man, for example; however, for the most part, the chronology of the original
book would be closely retained.

To this end, the score of Le Petit Prince, engages with concepts of narrative as advanced by
both Paul Ricouer56 and Roland Barthes,57 in that there was a coherence of linearity, whilst
the sense of this time and the deployment of temporal structures were relating to different
states of consciousness, as well as being heavily reliant on audience interpretation. The
abstraction of dream imagery and the strong element of fantasy that the imagery of the story
stirs; inherently lends the overall work a “poetic” sensibility.58

Paul Ricouer, “Narrative Time,” Critical Inquiry, Vol. 7, No. 1, On Narrative (Autumn, 1980), 169 – 190.
Barthes “Death of the Author,” in Image, Music, Text, trans. Stephen Heath, (London: Fontana Press, 1977),
142 – 148.
58
Keir Elam, The Semiotics of Theatre and Drama (London: Methuen, 1980), 19.
56
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IV.2 Structure of Le Petit Prince
14. Planet of the drunkard
1.

The pilot

15. Travelling

2.

The pilot awakes

16. The geographer

3.

Solo of the sheep

17. Travelling

4.

Looking at the stars

18. The lamplighter

5.

The baobab

19. Alone

6.

Hello to the rose

20. The snake

7.

Solo of the rose

21. Dance of the roses

8.

Farewell and goodbye

22. The fox

9.

Travelling

23. The railway station

10. The king

24. Thirst

11. Travelling

25. The snake appears

12. The vain man

26. The snake and the little prince

13. Travelling

27. The pilot and his plane

IV.3 The Real and The Imaginary
The music for Le Petit Prince attempts to convey layers of meaning within the context of an
abstract narrative. That is, the symbolism of the story can be appreciated on several levels.
Whilst the colourful imagery and anthropomorphism of the story may be immediately
appealing to children, darker undercurrents emerge; for example, the baobabs can be
interpreted as an allegory of Nazism.

The key of B minor pervades the opening scenes, and the conclusion of the ballet, as well as
the scenes in which the pilot searches for water in the desert. B minor is also the key of the
rose, as well as the fox – the characters who had most personal meaning to Saint-Exupéry’s
own life – these characters represent his wife and his pet fennec fox (which he kept in North
Africa in the 1930s). It is the fox that tells the pilot in the novella: “One sees clearly only with
the heart.”59

59

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, The Little Prince, 63.
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The use of key is central to formalising a sense of the real within the context of the story. The
subsequent relationship of dream images to that possible reality can then be juxtaposed, both
visually through the staging but also aurally against the constancy of the often-returning B
minor tonality.
Example 25, ‘The Pilot,’ b.1-14

To this end the music attempts, in part, to highlight the difference between dreams and reality
but then also how those dreams are inevitably a reflection of our realities. The ‘real’ in this
case being a sense of the authentic absolute truth, as opposed to a tangibly perceived state of
being. Ultimately this home key of B minor is bound up with ideas of identity, self-doubt and
the pilot’s quest for inner meaning; that is, all that he most cares for in his life.
Alan Sheridan has drawn attention to Lacan’s idea of the ‘real’ as “not to be confused with
reality, which is perfectly knowable: the subject of desire knows no more than that, since for
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it reality is entirely phantasmic.”60 Ultimately the ‘real’ is as “that which always returns to the
same place” but that “the real is the impossible.” 61 Furthermore, the ‘real’ is that which is
“approached but never grasped: the umbilical cord of the symbolic.”62

With regards to the symbolic Lacan states:

Symbols in fact envelop the life of man with a network so total that they join together those who
are going to engender him "by bone and flesh" before he comes into the world; so total that they
bring to his birth, along with the gifts of the stars, if not with the gifts of the fairies, the shape of his
destiny; so total that they provide the words that will make him faithful or renegade, the law of the
acts that will follow him right to the very place where he is not yet and beyond his very death; and
so total that through them his end finds its meaning in the last judgment, where the Word absolves
his being or condemns it—unless he reaches the subjective realization of being-toward-death.63

This “gift of the stars,” is a most notable analogy to Le Petit Prince, given the little prince
and the pilot look to the stars shortly after their initial meeting – an action suggestive of
demarcating the imaginary from the ‘real’ (this scene is again accompanied with music in B
minor). This is a trope already established too in the preceding scene of the pilot attempting
to draw a sheep. His initial drawings are rejected by the little prince whilst his most
successful drawing of a sheep is to simply draw an empty crate in which the pilot tells the
little prince: “The sheep you want is inside.”64

Example 26, ‘Looking at the stars,’ b.138-147

Alan Sheridan, “Translator’s Note,” in Jacques Lacan, Écrits: A Selection, trans. Alan Sheridan (London:
Tavistock, 1977), xii.
61
Ibid.
62
Ibid.
63
Jacques Lacan, Écrits: A Selection, trans. Bruce Fink (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, Inc, 2002), 231.
64
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, The Little Prince, 6.
60
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‘Looking at the stars’ is followed immediately by ‘The baobab.’ A more threatening tone is
manifest here with lower register piano and violin. The short duration of this sequence is
notable. The baobab is a menace which can be dealt with quickly but left unattended can soon
overrun a garden.

Example 27, ‘The baobab,’ b.148-157

In order to link scenes and to emphasise the episodic nature of the work, ‘Travelling’ sections
were composed whereby the prince would float with balloons between planets. The music for
these sequences, for solo piano, utilises additive and subtractive rhythmic devices – slightly
altered for each of the respective links. Through their recurrence (five times in all) and subtle
variations between these respective statements, the travelling sections engage with ideas of
travelling, searching and uncertainty.

Example 28, ‘Travelling,’ b.190-198
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The music for the sheep, the king and the vain man endeavours to be reflective of their
individual characters; the playful sheep, the regal king and the tragic vain man. The ‘Planet of
the drunkard’ is a stylised bar scene with jazz inflected slides on the violin and chromaticism
from the piano. This gives way to a driving moto-perpetuo which swings and sways through
its harmonic outlines in a concertina-like fashion. Meanwhile, the music for the geographer is
suggestive of ideas of both searching and discovery. The highly regular rhythmic structure in
the piano here alludes to themes of rationality and the ‘real’ (along with a return to B minor).

Example 29, ‘The geographer,’ b.448-459
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The lamplighter scene functions as both a character piece and a larger ensemble dance
section. Given the poetic importance of the lamplighter character, the music is particularly
lyrical and increasingly expansive, from an initial slower tempo to a flowing and increasingly
expressive outpouring with high register violin.

Example 30, ‘The lamplighter,’ b.630-639
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The snake – which will ultimately maim the little prince – initially appears following the first
break away from several dream states. This disturbance to the imaginary leads into the most
psychologically complex moments of the work, where the realities and dreams of the pilot
collide in poetic ways – the fear of the snake and the love of the rose.

Example 31, ‘The snake,’ b.662-667

Example 32, ‘The rose,’ b.736-751
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The following railway station scene then serves as a point of accumulated drama; an
overflowing of anxiety and pent-up energy, which also stands as an allegory of the need for
the pilot to confront his situation. It is to become the zenith of the imaginary before the snap
to reality that immediately ensues. The obsessiveness of repetition in this section serves to
enhance this anxiety.

Example 33, ‘The railway station,’ b.944-951
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IV.4 Début et fin
This method of returning to originally stated material, alongside the deployment of tonality to
symbolise various states of consciousness, are key operative elements contributing towards
the poetic nature of Le Petit Prince. The strategies also tie in (as stipulated earlier) with the
narrative theory of Ricouer, particularly with regards to the notions of a return to the
beginning. This returning or repetition, opens the potentiality for multiple layers of
discursive meaning through the engagement of memory, as Ricouer postulates:

By reading the end into the beginning and the beginning into the end, we learn to read time
backward, as the recapitulation of the initial conditions of a course of action in its terminal
consequences. In this way, the plot does not merely establish human action “in” time, it also
establishes it in memory. And memory in turn repeats—re-collects—the course of events according
to an order that is the counterpart of the stretching-along of time between a beginning and an end.
Yet the concept of repetition implies still more: it means the “retrieval” of our most fundamental
potentialities, as they are inherited from our own past, in terms of a personal fate and a common
destiny. The question, therefore, is whether we may go so far as to say that the function of
narrative—or at least of a selected group of narratives—is to establish human action at the level of
authentic historicality, that is, of repetition.65

In the closing stages of the work, already established tropes of fear are re-stated (the snake
and the baobab theme) and hope (the pilot). Ultimately, the pilot must reconcile the
disappearance of the little prince and having considered his own plight, now must embark
once more on his own journey.

65

Ricouer, “Narrative Time”, 183.
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Example 34, ‘The snake appears,’ ‘The snake and the little prince,’ and ‘The pilot and his
plane,’ b.978-1009

61

The story finishes as it begins, with the pilot flying in his plane, representative of two key
tropes: recurrence (repetition) and travelling. Following the eventual disappearance of the
little prince, the pilot must return to reality, having recovered his health and repaired his
aircraft. This leads to the realisation of what he – the pilot – must do in order to fulfil his
destiny. The music returns to the opening pilot theme, though this time slightly slower. The
pilot’s theme in the opening scene concluded with higher register violin, the finale however
finishes sul G. Descending bass notes on the piano recall the tritone of the snake theme and
the semitone descent of the baobab. The war thus continues, and the pilot must – inevitably –
confront this all-consuming dread.

Example 35, ‘The pilot and his plane,’ b.1018-1032
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Considering Saint-Exupéry’s exile from occupied France in 1943 and his subsequent death in
1944 – whilst flying for free French forces – the ballet concludes with the pilot taking off and
flying to his destiny, accompanied by the musical theme to which he first appeared. It is this
sense of the re-establishment of identity through a musical recapitulation of the pilot’s theme
– within the context of the narrative – which particularly resonates with Ricouer’s narrative
theory. To this end the personal fate and destiny of the pilot is born out of his revelation from
his experiences, which enables him to confront the ‘real’ to continue his life path – and
perhaps to return into battle – ultimately with the understanding that he “sees clearly only
with the heart”. In turn, the idea of “the end into the beginning and the beginning into the
end” would subsequently emerge as a key trope in my opera Herakleitos.
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Chapter V
Music for Opera: Herakleitos
You must couple together things whole and things not whole, what is drawn together and
what is drawn asunder, the harmonious and the discordant. The one is made up of all things,
and all things issue from the one.66 – Herakleitos

V.1 The beginning (and the end)
The works making up the folio, discussed to this point, were all composed to briefs of
varying specificity, informed by both their intended performers’ and commissioners’
requests. Monday to Friday was composed for installation and a broader health utility; the
Concertino was commissioned for a soloist and ensemble; Vessel related to text and
programmatic themes (whilst also serving a specific practical function as a concert opener);
and Le Petit Prince was composed for dance and conceived out of a synopsis based on a
novella.

The opera Herakleitos, by contrast, was devised out of my own desire to create a total work
of art. Herakleitos draws principally on my interest in historical philosophy alongside a desire
to engage in a dialogue with musico-historical ideas relating to opera, theatre, and social
history more broadly. This would ultimately lead to a culmination of many of the approaches
undertaken in the previously discussed works.
The historical figure of Heraclitus (ca. 535 – ca. 475 BC), as the lone figure and subject of
the opera was arrived at after initially considering a much wider approach to a theatrical
realisation of analogous ideas.67 That is, the opera was initially intended to take on a more
diffuse and historical sweep, engaging with a broad range of writers and philosophers – from
Herakleitos, “Fragment 59,” in John Burnet, Early Greek Philosophy, 137.
I took the nineteenth century Burnet spelling of Herakleitos as the title of the opera (this spelling is also used
when referring to the character in the opera), though the modern spelling ‘Heraclitus’ I use to refer to the
historical figure; as is the convention in modern English usage.
66
67
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throughout the centuries – in order to reflect Heraclitus’ ongoing influence during various
epochs. Such an approach may have included the writings of the Stoics, Kierkegaard,68
Mallarmé,69 Heidegger,70 Blanchot,71 and Derrida,72 leading to a potentially esoteric melange
of disparate texts. Whilst the residues of this approach may be felt throughout the work
(given the relative abstraction of the materials employed), I resolved in the end to concentrate
on Heraclitus himself – and his ideas – or at least a fragmentary sense of him. Thus, “all
things issued from the one.”

James Hillman opens in the 2001 Brooks Haxton translation of the Fragments:
Because archetypal modes of thought transcend time and place, the insights of Heraclitus are
strikingly postmodern. Although conceived five hundred years before our era in the Greek city of
Ephesus, his poetic aphorisms show a deconstructive mind at work. The life of thought does not
necessarily progress, for, as he says, “Any day stands equal to the rest”. Since moving forward and
moving back are one and the same, the latest postmodern thinking completes the circle where
Heraclitus began: “The beginning is the end.”73

Consequently, I considered it important that the opera was not prone to over-interpretation of
its subject matter at a literary level or make an overt attempt to “fill in the gaps” – historically
speaking; particularly given the incomplete state in which Heraclitus’ writings survive.
G.T.W. Patrick’s 1888 introduction to the Fragments warns vigorously against this “vice” of
“over-interpretation” which “appears nowhere more plainly than in the interpretation of
Greek philosophy.” 74
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I was not therefore inclined for the work to submit to the latest postmodern fashion or
descend into an arbitrary dichotomy of formalist versus relativist ideas, at least without an
overall formal musical macrostructure being considered (an ultimate coherence of sorts being
arguably implied by the literal definition of an opera as a “work”). Indeed, Heraclitus’s
concepts of identity are affirmed through statements of practical juxtaposition, rather than
simply advocating forms of capricious relativism. As Heraclitus states, “The harmonious
structure of the world depends upon opposite tension.”75 (Just as an opera probably should
contain a beginning and an end, and possibly some content).

Additionally, whilst the opera is not an attempt at biography per se, there is certainly the
potential to read historically, and geo-politically into selected fragments, as it stands – beyond
the historical figure Heraclitus – so the need for further extraneous characterisations or
manipulation of the materials was something of which I was somewhat cautious; especially
given the already extant variations in historical translations and scholarship more broadly
available. My approach ultimately was, however one of participating in the ongoing dialogue
with the Fragments, through layers of time they have passed and the human endeavour they
have inspired. As Hillman states:
We are still riddling out these “fragments” generation after generation in ever-new, and necessary,
fresh translations. Translations age, even though the original texts do not. In fact, classic texts are
rejuvenated by virtue of fresh translation. If all things flow, then each translation must be different
from every other one, yet still be the same, much as Heraclitus’s river. 76

To this end, the work would embrace an aesthetic whereby an historical or archaeological
approach towards the layering of content would potentially grant the opera – like Heraclitus’
fragments themselves – “the capacity to deconstruct itself.”77 (I will elaborate more fully on
this aspect in my discussion of the opera later in this chapter; particularly relating to the
Heraclitean concept of fire). Subsequently, selected fragments were ordered into a series of
tableaux as a means by which to reflect upon the ideas themselves, either as abstract entities,
events or symbols more broadly.
“Men do not know how that which is drawn in different directions harmonises with itself. The harmonious
structure of the world depends upon opposite tension, like that of the bow and the lyre.”; Herakleitos, “Fragment
45,” in John Burnet, Early Greek Philosophy, 136 – 137.
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From the outset, I considered it vital that the work be a synthesis of the Fragments along with
ideas and practices surrounding the genre and history of opera. This would potentially open
an interrogative framework whereby multiple layers of historical meaning could be
expounded for consideration. The subsequent musico-dramatic arch of the work could also
then serve as a theatrical basis within which the audience could be invited to consider both
Heraclitus’ ideas as well as his epoch and legacy.

The following discussion therefore sets out a review of opera as genre, followed by a broad
survey of opera and society. Ensuing then are some reflections on operatic and theatre works
based on ancient source material, particularly Stravinsky’s Oedipus Rex. Finally, I discuss
the opera Herakleitos itself, relating how my approach to form and content has been strongly
informed through the research process overall and more fundamentally by Heraclitus himself.

V.2 Opera as genre
Through the fusion of music, text, image and movement, opera stands as the consummate
form of allegorical art. This union of elements has led to the constant renewal of opera as a
metaphor to generate meaning. From Monteverdi to John Adams, opera traverses an
enormous scale of historical and socio-political themes; namely myth, history, politics,
sexuality, religion and otherness. More broadly speaking, musicological literature
increasingly highlights the growing influence of phenomenological, hermeneutic and poststructuralist approaches to analysis.

Paul Ricoeur contends that it is the inherent nature of languages themselves to encourage
creative dialogues. More specifically: “metaphor is the rhetorical process by which discourse
unleashes the power that certain fictions have to redescribe reality. By linking fiction and
redescription in this way, we restore the full depth of meaning to Aristotle’s discovery in the
Poetics, which was that the poiêsis78 of language arises out of the connection between

Poiêsis: is literally defined as: “Chiefly literary. Creative production, especially of a work of art; an instance
of this.” See: "poiesis, n." in OED Online, December 2018, Oxford: Oxford University Press,
http://www.oed.com.ezproxy1.library.usyd.edu.au/view/Entry/146580
Furthermore, Simon Blackburn notes: “In Plato and Aristotle it [poiēsis] is contrasted with praxis, doing or
practical activity. It only requires skill whereas practical activity requires virtue. The idea is that in production,
the ends are set, whereas good practice requires knowing which activities and ends are worth pursuing.” in
Simon Blackburn, "poiēsis," in The Oxford Dictionary of Philosophy, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016.
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muthos79 and mimesis80.”81 Or more succinctly, language creation emerges from the ongoing
imitation of nature in art and the passing on of origin stories. This connection of myth with
imitation, mimicry and representation is at the heart of opera as a genre, as Lawrence Kramer
has concluded:

The originating conditions of acting, singing, and recounting correspond to the literary modes of
drama, lyric, and narrative. Each mode can tell the same stories as the others and each can assimilate
or appropriate the others to itself, but each does so in its own distinctive ways. Opera from this
perspective is that strange hybrid in which all three radicals of presentation are equally necessary,
although one of them—singing (not music, but singing)—is first among equals.82

The limits of any fixed model for analysis and critical review of opera, however, continue to
be challenged. In the case of Monteverdi’s L’Orfeo, the ongoing opposition of polemics
surrounding analysis of the work itself highlight just how fraught the issues of subjectivity,
metaphoricity and historical interpretation can be, and how any effective or persuasive
analysis is contingent on the success of revealing these inherent qualities – or syntactic
qualities – within the works in question. Such an instance can be highlighted in the contrast
http://www.oxfordreference.com.ezproxy1.library.usyd.edu.au/view/10.1093/acref/9780198735304.001.0001/ac
ref-9780198735304-e-2422 (accessed November 20, 2018).
79
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quite different from what we and the media nowadays call “myth”. For them a muthos was a true story, a story
that unveils the true origin of the world and human beings. For us a myth is something to be “debunked”: a
widespread, popular belief that is in fact false. In archaic Greece the memorable was transmitted orally through
poetry, which often relied on myth. However, starting with the beginning of the seventh century BC two types
of discourse emerged that were set in opposition to poetry: history (as shaped by, most notably, Thucydides) and
philosophy (as shaped by the peri phuseōs tradition of the sixth and fifth centuries BC).” See: “Plato's Myths,”
The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, ed. Edward N. Zalta, Jul 23, 2009,
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/plato-myths (accessed November 20, 2018).
80
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voice of a character (mimesis). Aristotle extended this use to encompass imitative action as well as speech.” See:
"mimesis, n." in OED Online, December 2018, Oxford: Oxford University Press,
http://www.oed.com.ezproxy1.library.usyd.edu.au/view/Entry/118640 (accessed January 4, 2019).
Furthermore, Jacqueline Lichtenstein and Elisabeth Decultot draw attention to the fact Mimêsis initially referred
“only to mime, dance, music, in other words, to activities aimed at expressing an inner reality and not at
reproducing external reality”. For an extensive discussion see "Mimêsis," in Dictionary of Untranslatables: A
Philosophical Lexicon, ed. Barbara Cassin, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2017,
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ref-9780190681166-e-213 (accessed January 4, 2019).
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between the writing of Susan McClary in ‘Constructions of gender in Monteverdi’s dramatic
music’83 and the musical and theoretical challenges mounted against her in ‘Deconstructing
Gender in Monteverdi’s L’Orfeo’ by Jeffrey Kurtzman; Kurtzman taking McClary to task not
only on her interpretation of musical syntax but the overall theoretical validity of her modal
analysis.84 Indeed, whilst essentialism can be of great use in theoretical discussions, to apply
absolutism to the interpretation of multiple layers of metaphoric texts (text and music),
requires multiple layers of analysis and a significant acknowledgement of the limits of
interpreted meaning, or at least the acknowledgement of an array of meanings being possibly
valid (intended or otherwise). There also needs to be supplementary consideration of the
various calculated distances between the written word and the corresponding music –
particularly in the case of opera – along with its theatrical elements.

Just as opera encourages a broad range of critical allegoresis, it can be the notion of
privileging an authentic reading of the text that has led to attempts of polemical
mythologisations, particularly in the form of fundamentalist interpretative approaches and
misappropriations, such as in the case of Wagner interpretation. A historically notable and
somewhat extreme instance of this was Hans Pfitzner’s attempted legal sanctions against
modernisations of Wagner operas. Wieland Wagner noted Pfitzner’s motivations led to
behaviour and “methods more normally associated with the police.”85 Certainly, the
subsequent misappropriation of Wagner’s music by the Third Reich continues to
problematise and cast a long cloud over the work to this day. True or not, this music means so
much to people as to still not be played in parts of the world, over a century after its
composition because of its prior historical use and ongoing cultural attribution.

Daniel Barenboim caused considerable political controversy in Israel in 2001 when, as an
encore, he led the Berlin Staatskapelle in selections from Tristan and Isolde. Whilst being
met with a standing ovation at its conclusion, the performance was preceded by “An
emotional 30-minute debate among the audience…with some shouting "fascist" and

Susan McClary, “Constructions of Gender in Monteverdi's Dramatic Music,” Cambridge Opera Journal, Vol.
1, No. 3 (Nov., 1989), 203-223, https://doi:10.1017/S0954586700003001.
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"concentration camp music", and dozens walked out, banging doors as the music began.”86
Barenboim would later be met with public rebukes from Ariel Sharon, Ehud Omert and
Ephraim Zuroff.87

The corporeal iconography of opera then is undoubtedly capable of inciting the most
fundamental of emotional and polemical responses. Such inherent qualities so often lend
themselves to political iconography or strong political ramifications. We see a modern
example in John Adams’ Nixon in China, where the pageantry of modern US politics and the
political apparatus of Mao’s China are bought to life on stage. These striking political images
are then contrasted with an increasingly focussed human portrayal of two world leaders in a
momentous moment of modern geo-political history. At the beginning of the opera, Nixon
seemingly takes on both a diegetic and mimetic role as he simultaneously narrates and acts
out the action of his arrival in Beijing, granting the work a kind of documentary remove,
whilst also capturing the essence of the moment through character.
As Louis W. Pauly notes: “the interaction of Nixon and Mao captures the truth beneath the
horror associated with both of their lives and their lies. But these men were not entirely
unlike us in the audience. They did connect, and their meeting itself did forge a recognizable
human bond.”88 And just as Chou is left “confronting his own mortality,”89 in a deeply
human exchange, we are reminded too that even in Nixon in China, as with opera in general,
we are witnessing a “mythopoetic form” and “not a means of historical reportage.”90
Similarly, in Handel’s Giulio Cesare, Cleopatra’s arias reveal the most complex personal
emotions, set against the backdrop of the grandiose and monumental history of ancient
European and North African Empires.
Opera’s capacity then for varying levels of reflexivity and varying calculated distance
between text and music along with the subsequent corporeal reception of these elements
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gives rise to the increased political ramifications not just within the works’ interpretation, but
within debates surrounding the genre itself. Paul Robinson draws attention to the “vertical
dimension” of Beethoven’s Fidelio, and “its preoccupation with above and below, surface
and substructure, light and dark. But equally striking is the distinctive horizontal pattern of
the opera: its no less obsessive concern with before and after, the beginning and the end, the
old order and the new.” Robinson concludes, “Indeed, more emphatically than any other
opera I can think of, Fidelio conveys a sense of historical transformation, of movement from
one realm of existence to another, from a defective to a pacified world.”91

Just as these modes of contrast are increasingly explored in twentieth century hermeneutics,
phenomenology and post-structuralism, the idea of identity and difference are taken up in the
critical discourses surrounding poly-cultural themes in operas such as Carmen, Die
Entführung aus dem Serail, and Aida. This can be traced from the philosophy of Kierkegaard
and Nietzsche in the nineteenth century – through to Heidegger, Derrida, Foucault, Deleuze
et al in the twentieth century.

As a continuation of this more abstract line of thinking, Ralph Locke reflects on Aida:
the opera may not be fundamentally about ancient Egyptians and Ethiopians or about ‘race’, but
rather about empire as Verdi and his contemporaries knew it – Austro-Hungary, Prussia, Britain –
and about broad issues of social class and the dynamics of power and powerlessness.92

This reappraisal of sociological and cultural themes of operas dating back centuries is indeed
symptomatic of ongoing debates surrounding cultural inheritance and identity. As McClary
insightfully has drawn attention to the concept in ‘Structures of Identity and Difference in
Carmen’:

But playing the dilemma [opera] through over and over again is not sufficient. We have to begin
taking apart the very structures of identity and difference that permit such pieces to make sense to
us as they drive towards their awful conclusions. Paul Ricoeur has written of the anxieties of our
present moment in history: 'When we discover that there are several cultures instead of just one ...

Paul Robinson, “Fidelio and the French Revolution,” Cambridge Opera Journal, Vol. 3, No. 1, (March 1991),
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when we acknowledge the end of a sort of cultural monopoly, be it illusory or real, we are threatened
with destruction by our own discovery. Suddenly it becomes possible that there are just others, that
we ourselves are an "other" among others.'93

Through this self-reflexivity, opera as a genre has become increasingly self-aware,
referencing both its own history of development as an artform whilst continuing to integrate
wider cultural themes (as it always had) beyond its social conception and milieu of central
and western Europe. Poulenc’s Dialogues des Carmélites, emerged in the 1950s with a
complex web of conservative political and neo-classical baggage. Whilst standing firmly on
the shoulders of the ‘past,’ the work engaged with and continues to provoke ongoing debates
of social and artistic identity; particularly within the milieu of post-war France, both its
domestic as well as international politics, along with the exclusionary tendencies of the avantgarde of the 1950s and 1960s. Steven Huebner in his writings on the Carmélites has drawn
attention to the total serialism of Boulez, its relationship to the Germanic tradition and the
tendency towards machine-like systemisation of musical parameters as possible themes being
confronted by Poulenc within his own work.94 Indeed, the sound of the Guillotine (killing
machine) in the final scene of the Carmélites is described by Poulenc in the score and
consciously made part of the ‘music’.95

Extending this exploration of stylistic differentiation is Britten’s Death in Venice. The work
brings to the fore themes of repressed sexual identity within the context of stylistic/cultural
opposition. The duality of pre-Socratic/Socratic philosophy, the split of Platonic form with
the Eros, as well as the Orient/Occident (Javanese music/Western music) – this duality which
plays into themes of exoticism makes for comparison to Mozart and Verdi’s juxtaposed and
seductive portrayal of the exotic as both “sensual and cruel” in Die Entführung aus dem
Serail and Aida respectively.96
Furthermore, Britten’s allegorical explorations of homosexuality in his operas, perhaps most
overtly in his last opera, Death in Venice, I would contend, were built upon and enabled by
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the increasingly complex challenges opera made to representational depictions of female
sexuality in the twentieth century. As the First World War severely challenged the traditional
societal faith in the Christian churches – particularly in Britain – along with Freudian
psychology, works such as Lulu emerged with their highly sexualised female roles. These
tendencies were also developed earlier in Salome (to much controversy) and Pelléas et
Mélisande, as Arthur Ganz has explored:

The lush climaxes of Strauss, the evanescent word painting of Debussy, the fiercely studied textures
of Berg all speak to us of the strange vicissitudes of eroticism. Shaped as these plays were at the
moment when the Western world was coming to terms with those aspects of our passional existence
that had been hitherto submerged, they were in their very different ways able to give dramatic
expression to that emergent awareness. But the full enunciation of what lurked within these texts
required the agency of music, an art at once more emotive and more abstract than language.
Inevitably, these plays found their final identities as libretti, for they offered the composers who
turned to them a latent eroticism that only their art could so richly manifest.97

Opera’s capacity to mythologise, particularly the plight of the individual, also provides the
context for a metaphorical exploration of character. Philip Glass in his portrait trilogy of
operas explored the thematic tropes of science, politics and religion in, Einstein on the Beach,
Satyagraha and Akhnaten respectively; Akhnaten taking on Freudian, Oedipal, and other
complex sociological themes surrounding sexual identity, politics and religion.

In Einstein on the Beach, text and music are combined with iconography and movement to a
level where, whilst privileging the ideas of Einstein himself, it is perhaps the
phenomenological that itself becomes the works raison d'être. Rather than comprehending
individual elements of the work into a narrative or even allegorical experience, one is left
with the resounding impression that it is an experiential work in the most fundamental sense.
Or as Robert Wilson himself has stated, it’s a work in which "you can get lost, and it's OK to
get lost."98 The work itself and the subject of its very representation become intermingled at a
fundamental, even atomic level of abstraction.
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For Franco Quadri, Einstein on the Beach is the ﬁrst opera – a true and seamless
Gesamtkunstwerk – produced by this director or this composer. For Quadri, Glass’s music for
Einstein on the Beach is “a river that for almost ﬁve hours is the supporting element in the
undivided whole of a composition where scenic action and musical score seem to unite so
perfectly that it is impossible to tell which element comes ﬁrst.”99 It is, however, through the
agency of music, that opera as an art of metaphor is continually renewed through its capacity
to generate meaning, particularly when combined with the elements of text, image and
movement.

V.3 Opera and Society
Through its inevitable proximity to a general public, opera can frequently interrogate the very
social milieus in which it exists. Where patronage has historically placed conditions on opera
to express stories within the purview of hierarchical accord, it has generally not impeded the
quality of music, though has placed limitations on politically problematic librettos,
particularly those deemed to be morally dubious or socially challenging.

The librettos of Mozart’s Don Giovanni and Le nozze di Figaro often navigated the
limitations of social acceptance and patronage. In their totality, the works are reflective of the
convergence of Mozart’s genius along with the creative and productive forces of the time in
which they were initially produced. As Martha Nussbaum reflects on Le nozze di Figaro:
The opera … is, far more than the play, the philosophical text that thinkers about the future of liberal
democracy should ponder. The opera, not the play, is worthy to stand comparison with the greatest
eighteenth-century philosophical interventions on the topic of fraternity, particularly those of
Rousseau and Herder, it gives a central place to the cultivation of emotions that are required to make
fraternity more than a nice word.100

Concomitantly with twentieth and twenty-first century opera, complex issues of opera
creation and production are inexorably tied up with social and financial realities of the times
in which they come into being. This can be seen in the reception and history of George
Arved Ashby, “Minimalist opera,” in The Cambridge Companion to Twentieth-Century Opera, ed. Mervyn
Cooke (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 250 – 251.
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Gershwin’s Porgy and Bess with libretto by DuBose Heyward and Ira Gershwin. It took
Porgy and Bess some time to find full acceptance as an opera. Whilst the music itself –
which straddled a high-low art divide – had always enjoyed wide popularity in jazz and film
forms (primarily through recordings), it was not until the Houston Grand Opera production of
1976, over 40 years after the original production in Boston, that the work was to gain its
unrivalled status as arguably the great American opera. Porgy and Bess would finally be
staged at the Metropolitan Opera in 1985.
Porgy’s capacity for ongoing controversy did not however diminish – in either the 1980s or
the 2010s – particularly given its inexorable links to ongoing and at times painful debates
surrounding issues of race and national history.101 Ellen Noonan has concluded:

The history of Porgy and Bess, then, is a history of the collision between white fantasy and black
pragmatism during a period when the United States was undergoing profound changes in its
political, social and cultural attitudes toward racial equality. The commentary and debate about the
opera that took place in the pages of mainstream newspapers and magazines and in the parallel
world of the black press centered on always-shifting and often-conflicting ideas about what
constituted the most authentic, true-to-life way to represent African Americans and what signalled
their progress toward racial equality.102

Broader themes of nationalism can be appreciated in Mussorgsky’s bleak Boris Godunov103
and Richard Meale’s Voss with a libretto by David Malouf. Godunov and Voss, whilst
perhaps not inspiring immediate and direct comparison, both share at their core a
determination by their creators to express a story imbued with the imagery, elements and
ideas of a national identity and, in the case of Voss, discovery. Voss’s exploration of
metaphysical themes across vast distances makes for a work which is particularly interested
in experiences of time and place as much as contributing to a dialogue surrounding emerging
and, in some cases, pre-formed nationalistic ideas.
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Critical responses to Voss at the time of its premiere point to the barriers imposed by
entrenched academism of the era and an incapacity for critical objectivity; as much as the
distance with which Meale himself had moved away from modernist tenets that he himself
had been a torchbearer of in previous decades. Modernist critics took issue with Meale’s
musical style which by the mid-1980s was not à la mode.104 To what end this has
subsequently impeded further restaging of the work is difficult to gauge fully; indeed, given
that no new production of Voss has been staged, some 30 years after its premiere, makes it
difficult for a truly objective critical re-evaluation to occur.

That opera companies have shown no interest in restaging Voss, and indeed little interest in
the restaging of many pre-existing Australian works reflects poorly on an administrative
commitment (or lack thereof) towards the development of Australian opera. Given the
stylistic plurality that has been increasingly enjoyed in opera houses in both the United States
and the United Kingdom in recent decades, it no longer seems a tenable argument that
contemporary opera in Australia should adhere to a certain style; to be artistically, socially or
even commercially relevant.105

Pertaining to the problem of renewal within the operatic genre in contemporary Australia,
Tim McKenry has made some sobering observations when he states: “The future of opera as
a voice in the contemporary Australian cultural discourse will greatly depend on the capacity
of the creators of new works to navigate the dual challenges of dealing with the realities of
the political clime and developing an ethical framework to deal with telling our own
stories.”106 It is notable, however, that Voss in dealing with Australia’s colonial history does
so through a complex prism of multiple cultural experiences – even within the framework of
a nineteenth century Australian story derived from the Patrick White novel. That the work is
so heavily laden with cultural ancestors and the distilled elements of formative European
Michael Oliver’s Gramophone review of the recording of Voss takes issue with Meale’s stylistic choices
while commending aspects of the performance. Tom Sutcliffe in The Guardian was similarly perturbed by
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experiences, along with silent depictions of indigenous Australia, it may be that for some, the
work is a painful a reminder of the legacies of colonialism.107

Perhaps almost contrary to this reality of Australian opera, and with a significantly higher
degree of private patronage than in Australia, opera in the United States has retained a
capacity for popular and social relevance. This quality has increasingly renewed the genre –
particularly when popular cultural themes and stories common to classic films and novels has
occurred. As Lawrence Kramer has amplified:

It is no accident that a short list of recent high-profile American operas is topped by Mark Adamo's
Little Women, John Harbison's The Great Gatsby, William Bolcom's McTeague and A View from
the Bridge, Scott Eyerly's The House of Seven Gables, Tobias Picker's An American Tragedy, and
Previn's Streetcar. Go back a few more years and the list includes Dominick Argento's The Aspern
Papers, Thomas Pasatieri's Washington Square, Lee Hoiby's Summer and Smoke, Philip Glass's The
Fall of the House of Usher, and Carlisle Floyd's Of Mice and Men, among others. The ambition of
these works depends in no small part on the specifically national illustriousness of the names
Fitzgerald, Williams, Miller, Norris, Alcott, James, Poe, Hawthorne, Dreiser, and Steinbeck. The
list can also accommodate Toni Morrison, whose libretto for Richard Danielpour's Margaret
Garner concerns the same historical incident that inspired her novel Beloved. At this moment in its
history, American opera is often the village storyteller writ large.108

André Previn’s A Streetcar Named Desire – after Tennessee Williams’ play – and indebted in
part, though ultimately different to aspects of Elia Kazan’s film, is representative of attempts
to reenergise and reinvigorate the operatic genre by marketing to well established popular
cinema audiences who are desiring of – and willing to attend – new opera with familiar
tropes.109 Similarly, ‘film’ operas have emerged from Philip Glass in his ‘Cocteau trilogy’, of
Orphée, Les Enfants Terribles and La Belle et la Bête (the later remarkably an opera which
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‘synchronises’ the original projected film dialogue with newly created singing roles).110
Meanwhile Louis Andriessen’s operatic collaborations with Peter Greenaway in works such
as Writing to Vermeer have offered new directions for the role of film and projected imagery
within a staged context.

Kevin Puts Silent Night, after the 2005 feature film Joyeux Noël, based on the 1914
Christmas truce during the early stages of the First World War, makes for a poignant and
thought-provoking tri-lingual opera where language and cultural difference can be explored
against the tumultuous backdrop of trench warfare. The essence of the work being imbued by
the power of operatic singing to elevate the human spirit in the darkest of hours.
Contemporaneously, controversy has been courted in Mark-Anthony Turnage’s polystylist
and garish portrayal of the inherently destructive and exploitative nature of American tabloid
culture in Anna Nicole. Parallels to Berg’s Lulu certainly could be drawn, particularly with
the air of anxiety and moral judgement looming over the work. The entrance of an 89-yearold wheelchair bound J. Howard Marshall flying in deus ex machina fashion makes for a
particularly disconcerting, though lasting image from the Royal Opera staging.

The overall impression of the drug addled Anna Nicole Smith (and her son Daniel Wayne
Smith) pose lingering questions over issues of entrenched problems in modern societies –
particularly pertaining to drug use, as well as enforced gender roles relating to class and
sexual exploitation. Jeffrey A. Brown brings these issues to the fore in a compelling article
drawing on Foucault’s theories about disciplining the public body.111 He reflects: “The
ongoing public spectacle of Anna Nicole Smith may be characterized in the press as a strange
case of a celebrity obsessed culture, but her oscillating status as beauty and as grotesque, as a
physical ideal and as white trash, reveals the persistence and the pervasiveness of
normalization traversed by women.” 112
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These issues of class have resonated throughout the ages and comparisons with works such as
Verdi’s Rigoletto could be explored. Other works with undertows of moral ambiguity have
indeed been well represented in the canon with Don Giovanni, Der Freischütz and Faust as
stand outs, again raising issues of class – particularly in the nineteenth century. This is
expanded upon by Ernst Osterkamp:

For the bourgeoisie of the nineteenth century there could no longer be limits to knowledge the
transgression of which would be punished. On the contrary, the bourgeoisie hoped to gain its
political and economic emancipation precisely by advancing knowledge. With a worried, sidelong
glance at this bourgeois optimism, Goethe, in the second part of his Faust, transferred the warning
structure of the Faust myth from knowledge itself to its potentially dangerous consequences. In the
last act Faust rules over a world in which all human relations have been destroyed by economic and
technical rationality. Driven by progressive optimism, Faust has established hell on earth: no
wonder, then, that he experiences death as if it were an ascent into heaven. 113

Works like Turnage’s Anna Nicole, Weber’s Der Freischütz and Gounod’s Faust
demonstrate the inherent capacity of opera as a genre to intersect and engage with the most
primal of human experiences whilst in the most public of arenas. We are reminded again too
of the power of opera as a genre to transcend its elemental construction and thereby inspire
wholesale renovations, reinvigorations and revolutions of not just in the arts but society.114
These stories often evoke comparison to historical epic, and it is opera and theatre works
based on ancient source texts that the discussion now turns.

V.4 Opera and theatre works based on ancient source texts
The tragedies of Homer, Sophocles and Euripides have continually provided stimulus for
theatre directors and opera composers, especially with ongoing developments in
psychoanalysis in the twentieth century.115 Monteverdi’s Il Ritorno d’Ulisee in Patria,
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Gluck’s Iphigénie en Tauride and Cherubini’s Médée are particularly distinguished operas,
each emerging at pivotal historical moments; inventing, reinventing and rethinking musicodramatic forms.116
Igor Stravinsky’s Oedipus Rex (1927) with a libretto by Jean Cocteau (translated into Latin
by Abbé Jean Danielou), stands as a key work not only within the composer’s oeuvre, but a
seminal and influential work of twentieth century opera and theatre. Just as Le Speaker
articulates: “Trivium! Carrefour! Retenez bien ce mot,”117 (“Three Roads! Crossroads! Mark
well those words”), Oedipus Rex is as much a synthesis of both the musical and theatrical
ideas of 1920s Paris, Erik Satie, Les Six and Cocteau’s Le Coq et l’Arlequin118 as it is a
stylistic amalgam of Stravinsky’s personal journey and emigrée experience up until that time.
Indeed, the theme of exile looms large.119
Whilst the dedicatee Diaghilev was less than impressed by Oedipus Rex – seemingly because
of its macabre and static nature – the work demonstrates a significant recommitment to the
deployment of classical and Grecian subjects in the theatre.120 These tropes coincided with a
rapid dissemination of the ideas of neoclassicism at the time, which were part of a wider and
distinctive trend, particularly in France, exemplified by such works as Satie’s Socrate: drame
symphonic (1919); Honegger’s Le Roi David (1921) and Antigone (1927); and Milhaud’s Les
Malheurs d’Orphée (1925) and Les Choéphores (1915) – the later forming part of an
ambitious trilogy based around Aeschylus’s Oresteia. 121
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All these works derive their thematic material from ancient source texts – in the case of
Honegger’s Antigone another Cocteau libretto – and to varying extent they advance
discussions surrounding genre and the deployment of contemporary theatrical aesthetics,
particularly relating to ideas of theatrical hybridity and the setting of ancient source
material.122
Barbara L. Kelly has posited that the interwar period in Paris was “a fascinating period of
musical activity, in which old and new generations of composers regularly reflected on the
musical priorities and values of the moment, and responded to the aesthetic, social and
political concerns of their time.”123 Kelly also notes “composers of this period [1913-1939]
consciously played with ideas of the ultra- and anti-modern, juxtaposing an engagement with
past traditions with a sophisticated awareness of contemporary fashion.” 124

The dramatisation and use of ancient texts are common to Le Roi David (the use of selected
Psalms along with a text by René Morax), Antigone (a Cocteau libretto after Sophocles) and
Socrate (based around Victor Cousin's translation of Plato's dialogues); in all these instances,
French translations were used. In the case of Oedipus Rex, the text was translated into Latin
from Cocteau’s French, in what by modern standards, could be interpreted as a protoarchaeological strategy. Indeed, such concepts of distanciation are closer to the philosophical
ideas linking archaeology and hermeneutics developed much later in the twentieth century in
the work of Foucault and Ricoeur via Brecht.125 This use of an essentially dead language of
Latin was Stravinsky’s own unique strategy then for Oedipus Rex.126
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Whilst the Oedipus myth had been presented in various interpretations over the centuries –
including versions by Corneille, Voltaire, La Motte, Chenier and Bouhelier – Cocteau’s
staging was, for its time, also part of a wider trend of returning to ancient myths for narrative
material. Eero Tarasti suggests that in the 1920s this was symptomatic and reflective of:

the existential fundamental problems disclosed by the war which were similar in nature to those
confronted by the heroes in ancient tragedies. The adaptations of ancient subjects by Cocteau, Gide,
Giraudoux, Anouilh and Claudel thus dealt with well-known subjects which had once again become
topical. But, on the other hand, in many cases they were – as Walter Benjamin has remarked – in
the nature of laboratory works (d'oeuvres de studio) comprising constructive experiments.127

Boris de Schlozer responded at the time of the premiere of Oedipus Rex:

Stravinsky, it is true, makes use of the opera-oratorio framework modelled on Handel; but into this
frame the composer introduces heterogenous elements which manages to amalgamate, by I do not
know what miracle, and on which he imposes that specific character which belongs only to his
art.128

Considering influences as divergent as Verdi through to Ravel, Walsh suggests that such
devices are “not so much ambiguity but enrichment, an opening out of possibilities,”129 and
with regards to the neoclassical devices more broadly, that “the promiscuity of these
references is not their least salient feature, and there is no reason to regard it as accidental.
Stravinsky clearly wants us to identify his models in general terms, but only so as to tease us
into an expectation which he can then deceive.”130

These stylistic devices did not however lead to an immediate critical vindication. Kelly has
drawn attention to the fact that:

For a long time interwar music in France has been largely absent from many narratives of musical
modernism, which have tended to prioritise Austro-Germanic traditions and composers. Adorno’s
legacy has been considerable in determining what constitutes modernism in music, which has
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resulted in a much narrower focus than exists in the other arts…In recent years this monolithic view
of modernism has been challenged, most notably by Jonathan Cross, Carol Oja, Daniel Albright,
Richard Taruskin and Tamara Levitz. Jonathan Cross’s revisionist work on Stravinsky and
reappraisals by certain contemporary composers including Louis Andriessen and Steve Reich have
led to reassessments of Stravinsky’s importance for twentieth-century and contemporary music.131

Similarly, for Satie, “it took future generations of mainly non-French composers and
musicologists to assess and value his wide-ranging significance for experimental music...His
position vis-à-vis the French establishment remained and is still problematic.”132 In time
Satie’s influence would later be marked sporadically with special issues of La Revue
musicale in 1952, 1960 and 1985. John Cage would also later champion Socrate and go so far
as to re-compose the work in various guises, most notably in his Cheap Imitation which
resets the rhythmic structure of the work to randomly chosen new pitches for solo piano.
Later British experimental composers, including Howard Skempton, would promulgate
similar aesthetics.133
With regards to an engagement with ancient materials more specifically, Satie’s Grecian
influences are frequently recurring in his work including Gymnopédies, Socrate and the ballet
Mercure. Satie’s Socrate stands “as an extreme example of the quality of ‘simplicity’ in
which music is reduced to its most basic ‘white’ or naked state, and appears to work against
or ignore the dramatic narrative.”134 Kelly suggests the image of a female figure “struggling
to cling to a flimsy tunic that is falling off suggests a statue coming to life.” 135
Satie’s works, particularly from Parade onwards and including Socrate, “nurture an
emotional distance by rupturing the connection between music and action; music orbits its
own sphere and apparently fails to respond to the emotional cues of the scenario or text.”136
Notably too in Socrate, Satie’s decision to cast female voices in the roles of Alcibiades,
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Socrates, Phaedrus and Phaedo – singing Plato’s dialogues – makes for a particularly striking
distanciation. As Kelly concludes:
This idea reaches its culmination in Socrate, particularly in the scene ‘The Death of Socrate.’ This
emotional distance differs fundamentally from Ravel’s variety. Satie does not indulge in the
subterfuge of making the listener believe in a perfectly fabricated world; instead he leaves the traces
of his workmanship only too crudely exposed. If this prompted accusations of technical poverty,
‘the precursor’ was also credited for bringing the essential qualities of simplicité to French music.
Parade and then Socrate confirmed Satie as the inspiration and model for the style dépouillé (the
stripped down or denuded style), an ideal that became a focus of discussions in the press in the
1920s. This leadership role was confirmed by Cocteau’s Le Coq et l’arlequin (1918), which set
Satie up as the leader of new French music.137

More contemporaneously, Brett Dean reengages with Socrates in the The Last Days of
Socrates, set to a text by Graeme William Ellis and scored for bass-baritone, tenor, chorus
and orchestra. The work is based around three of the four dialogues in Plato’s account of the
death of Socrates (399 BC) and set in three parts – Part I: Prelude (Goddess Athena), Part II:
Apology (The Trial) and Part III: Phaedo (The Hemlock Cup). As well as drawing on the
Apology of Socrates and the dialogues of Crito and Phaedo, Ellis’ libretto references the
modern Chinese dissident Ai Weiwei. Dean reflected at the time of the work’s premiere: "In
2013 there are people like Socrates who risk their lives to stand up for what they believe in.
There's no one more Socratic than [Chinese dissident] Ai Weiwei or Edward Snowden, who
see a cause bigger than their own welfare."138 Eric Tanguy’s Sénèque, dernier jour (2004) for
speaker and orchestra, is another work in which an ancient philosopher is forced into taking
his own life over a matter in which he was most likely innocent.

All these monumental works can seem inherently bleak and given their often oratorio-like
presentations veer towards a static-like quality. In the case of Stravinsky’s Oedipus Rex and
Orpheus, Gretchen Horlacher reflects that:

These works are not simply explorations of the darker side of life; rather, in choosing topics based
on celebrated tragic myths, stories whose endings are determined in advance, Stravinsky compels
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his audience to pass through a series of deeply disturbing events, as if these accounts bear didactic
and moral power: their re-creations are cautionary reminders about the nature of human limitations.
We listen and watch not to find out what happens next, but to remind ourselves of the ever-present
powers of fate.139

This elegiac propensity is common with Honegger’s Antigone, with its turbulent orchestral
surges and highly condensed presentation. Honegger was impressed with Milhaud’s setting of
Aeschylus' Oresteia and of Richard Strauss' Elektra and embarked on Antigone after
reconciling with Cocteau following strong disagreements and censure from other members of
Les Six over Le Roi David.140 For Antigone, as well as collaborating with Cocteau on an
initial play version, the opera featured set designs by Pablo Picasso and costumes by Coco
Chanel. Honegger embraced a wide range of stylistic shifts in the opera which Jane F.
Fulcher describes as “uncharacteristically emphatic, frequent, and jarring.”141 Passages are
juxtaposed between, tonality, polytonality and atonalilty resulting in a fragmentary quality.142
Ultimately Honegger’s Antigone represents a compelling instance of the ancient and the
modern side-by-side. Fulcher draws attention to Lyotard’s comparisons of modernism and
postmodernism; modernism containing “fear and a desire for an absent sublime,” whilst
postmodernism is its “menacing twin” challenging conceptions of unity and subverting
traditional ideas of authorial identity.143
Fulcher also insightfully highlights that whilst Honegger was “drawn to the first kind of
modernism, with his love of fast trains, technology, and cinema, still found comfort in the
past...Although his goal was by no means postmodern, the terrifying or sublime and
uncontrollable effect produced through the interaction of music and text, together with the
changes in production that Cocteau effected in Paris [1943 version], led the work close to this
result [postmodern]. ”144 Ultimately Fulcher concludes:
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Like Sophocles' play, Honegger's Antigone furthered collective knowledge by becoming – in the
words that Redfield used to describe ancient tragedy – "a kind of mirror in which the audience could
read its shifting condition.”145

Just as in Antigone; the authorial voice in Oedipus Rex is constantly pivoting – almost
elusively so. The use of a narrator in Oedipus Rex is a notable hyper-stylistic strategy towards
this end and parallels to Japanese Noh could be drawn. Initially conceived as a role for
Cocteau himself, the speaker role was not taken up by Cocteau until subsequent revivals and
recordings (originally the role was played by other actors).146 Cocteau himself was a little
guarded over the extent of the influence: “It would be inexact to say that I was inspired by the
Japanese Noh drama, though I did recall the exemplary economy of gesture, all with allusive
force, which that offers.”147 Notably too, Cocteau touched on the evolution of the work when
it was later restaged in Paris: “In 1952 it became a ceremonial piece to mark our reunion after
so many years passed far from one another.”148 This version was highly abstracted, with
scene five being subtitled The Oedipus Complex.149

Philosophically, Le Speaker posits the work clearly within a fatalistic frame. Tarasti surmises:
Fate is machinery whose mechanism is unknown to man – the position is thus similar to that in the
world of Kafka's novels and there appears an existential sense of being thrown to the world, of
Geworfenheit: This mythical situation can be considered perhaps one reason for modern man's
interest in the Oedipus myth, as well as in its musico-poetical interpretation in the opera-oratorio
by Stravinsky-Cocteau.150

Britten’s Curlew River is clearly indebted to these earlier stylisations and it would not be
unreasonable to draw aesthetic similarities to the strategies of later minimalist music.151
Indeed, despite the critical debates surrounding these aesthetic approaches, one must contend
145
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that the true measure of Oedipus Rex’s significance lay in its undeniable influence.152 As
Jonathan Cross has suggested:

Arnold Schoenberg dominated the first half of the twentieth century. It could be said John Cage
dominated the second half. But increasingly it is being acknowledged that, in so many different
ways, the twentieth century was Stravinsky’s century…While it might be argued that the
possibilities suggested by serialism and aleatoricism have been exhausted, composers today are still
freely working with ideas and even the materials bestowed by Stravinsky. 153

This influence can be further appreciated in works such as Andriessen’s De Staat (after Plato)
and Reich’s Tehillim (after selected Psalms). Tippett’s King Priam and Henze’s The
Bassarids also stand as notable examples of Grecian inspired works. Other works based on
the Sophocles myth specifically include Carl Off’s Oedipus der Tyrann (1958) and Georg
Enescu's significant four-act Oedipe (1936) – a highly stylised and complete telling of
Oedipus the King. Mark-Anthony Turnage’s Greek (1988), by contrast, sets the Oedipus
story in modern day Britain.
The strong influence of Oedipus Rex can also be acknowledged in Philip Glass’s Akhnaten.
The original Akhnaten libretto was to tell the story of both Oedipus and Akhnaten –
simultaneously – following Immanuel Velikovsky’s controversial book Oedipus and
Akhnaton – which proposes the life of the pharaoh Akhnaten was itself the very basis for the
Oedipus myth.154 As it would transpire, Glass abandoned the Oedipus aspect of the story,
settling instead for Akhnaten only (and drawing much inspiration from Freud’s Moses and
Monotheism). The shadow of Stravinsky’s Oedipus Rex, however, pervades the work;
especially via the use of a narrator – who speaks in the language of the audience – whilst the
protagonists themselves sing in the extinct languages of Akkadian and Biblical Hebrew.
Glass’s use of scalic and intervallic fragments throughout Akhnaten are particularly
reminiscent of Oedipus Rex (to the point of quotation), as are peculiar shifts to B
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minor/major from the opera’s home key of A minor (Glass’s choices here – it would seem –
are hardly coincidental given Oedipus Rex begins in B minor).155

Ultimately, works based on ancient source texts, such as Oedipus Rex, Antigone and Socrate
– along with their descendants – inspired me towards the creation of a work of similar scope
and ambition. It was to be the historical figure of Heraclitus along with his surviving
Fragments which would decisively align with my resolve to create an abstract yet
dramatically engaging theatre work.

V.5 Herakleitos
Thus far in this chapter, I have undertaken a fleeting survey of opera as genre, along with a
discussion of opera in a broader sociological context. This was followed by a reflection on a
range of works utilising ancient source texts as a thematic basis. My opera Herakleitos is
subsequently informed by this survey and has been created via a synthesis of a wide range of
historical perspectives. The work is further inspired by an aesthetic owing significantly to
philosophy and contemporary phenomenology. Herakleitos ultimately aspires to be an
immediate sensory experience as a total work of art, whilst concurrently engaging with
concepts surrounding the creation of meaning and the perception of being in time.
The historical figure, Heraclitus, also known as The Obscure, The Dark or Weeping
Philosopher, was born into an aristocratic family during the sixth century BC in the Greek
settlement of Ephesus, Ionia – at the time occupied by the Persian Empire. A hub of trade and
exchange in the western part of Asia Minor (modern day Turkey), Ephesus would also
experience a flow of Egyptian and Babylonian cultural influences. The Ionian revolt of 499 to
493 BC marked the first phase of the Greco-Persian wars, subsequently, themes of conflict
are ever-present in Heraclitus’ writings.156
Heraclitus was critical and confronting of other thinkers of his time – including Pythagoras,
Hesiod, Homer and Archilochus. He believed strongly in an individual and independent
pursuit of learning and was seemingly suspicious of the mere acceptance of institutionalised
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norms. As with other Pre-Socratic philosophers, Heraclitus was a monist, affirming all things
issue from the one. The Pre-Socratic philosophers debated what was the primordial element
of creation: for Thales, it was water; for Anaximenes, air; for Anaximander the Apeiron
(unknowable), whilst for Parmenides, reality was an unmoving perfect sphere. In the case of
Heraclitus, he believed that the flux of all things was symbolised by fire.

With regards to the concept of fire Hillman stipulates:

Heraclitean fire, it must be insisted, is neither a metaphysical essence like the elements of his peers,
not a spiritual energy, nor a material substance, the fire that burns your hand. His fire is
metaphorical, a psychological intensity that penetrates through all literalisms, a quicksilver fire that
flows through the hand, burning away whatever tries to grasp reality and hold it firm. This fire, as
active principle of deconstruction, brilliantly deconstructs itself. 157

Foundational then, to an appreciation of Heraclitus’ thought, is the concept of the constancy
of flux in the universe, in tandem with the concept of the unity of opposites: “you cannot step
twice into the same river”158 and “the beginning and the end are common.”159
Despite Heraclitus’ reputation for obscurity and being something of a misanthrope, his
writings survived by virtue of being placed in the Temple of Artemis, one of the Seven
Wonders of the Ancient World. His book, speculated to have been titled On Nature (as with
other treatises of philosophy at the time), would gain a cult following and became a criterion
of debate, analysis and polemical reaction for Plato, Aristotle and Marcus Aurelius. It seems
the three sections of Heraclitus’ work were dedicated to the universe, politics, and theology
respectively, though the overall structure remains a point of contention. Given that the
Temple of Artemis was later destroyed in acts of vandalism and war, the surviving
Fragments exist today only through quotation in other authors’ writings.
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Hillman suggests:
everything we read and refer to as Heraclitus is second- or thirdhand—even fourth … What
Heraclitus actually said, or wrote, we have only signs pointing to the authority of a half-revealed,
half-concealed author.160

From the Stoics, to The Gospel According to John, Justin Matyr’s First Apology, through to
the works of Hegel, Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Husserl, Heidegger and Ricoeur – Heraclitus’
use of metaphor has promoted ongoing discussions about identity, the human experience of
becoming and ultimately the creation of meaning through language. His writings represent a
pioneering attempt to promote an understanding of the cosmic order of the universe and what
it is to be human.

In structuring the opera, I have ordered and set a selection of the surviving Fragments of
Heraclitus as translated by John Burnet, with additional translation by G.T.W. Patrick. The
Fragments contained in the libretto form a series of tableaux, providing a framework within
which one is invited to consider Heraclitus’ extraordinary ideas, their survival and influence
throughout history.

The decision to utilise English only versions of the Fragments was reached after considering
various approaches to the use of language; including the option of setting them in Greek.
Indeed, the assonance and word play of Heraclitus’ fragments in their original Greek forms
would have been suitable for musical setting; however, this raised many questions, including
the possible use of surtitles which I felt may detract (inadvertently or otherwise) from the
immersive experience that the work ultimately aspires towards.

By utilising the Burnet and Patrick translations, as well as potentially sidestepping a stilted
attempt at authenticity, I was realising a key tenet of the opera; that is, the nature and function
of interpretation itself and the layering of history. Adding further credence to this choice was
that the translations themselves date from the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries;
thus, imparting an historical frame of reference onto the work more generally.
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There are perhaps some echoes here to approaches of Satie in Socrate (sung in French), as
well as Shalom Goldman’s strategy in Akhnaten – specifically the Hymn to the Sun which is
sung in an English translation of R.J. Williams from the Documents from Old Testament
Times.161 In the case of Akhnaten, however, the use of English also serves as a kind of ‘break
out’ moment, given that all the singing roles are otherwise cast in Akkadian or Hebrew. To
this end, for Herakleitos, the strategy of deploying the English language ultimately
acknowledges the importance of hearing and potentially understanding much of the text.

This stratagem also prioritises an appreciation of the recurring intersection of text and music,
thus potentially engaging memory within the timescale of the work itself. As a more complex
residue of this approach, an orientation towards linear narrative modes and paradigms could
be suggested in this context, whilst remaining at some distance from more traditional
conceptions of linear plot and character development (by ‘traditional’ I refer to works such as
the operas of Mozart, for example).

Questions pertaining to notions of identity through time also relate to the strategies informing
the deployment of text in Herakleitos. Whilst all the text is by the historical Heraclitus, the
question of who is speaking or singing the texts to us, and how they should be interpreted is
also immediately problematised. We are faced with three “characters”: Man, Woman and
Herakleitos himself. Are the Man and Woman contemporaries of the character Herakleitos?
Or are they inheritors of his teachings? Or are they more universal symbols of historical fate?
I leave the question relatively open, and deliberately so.162

Through the choice of instrumental forces with optional amplification, Herakleitos also
attempts to stimulate a sense of historical perspectivism. At one level, the use of alto
saxophone (doubling tenor), electric organ, bass guitar and multi-percussion, suggests
possible allegiance to contemporary popular musical genres (along with jazz); whilst the
violin, cello, flute (doubling piccolo) and clarinet (doubling bass clarinet), lend the work a
broader historical reach. Certainly, whilst the opera is about an historical figure, there is no
immediate attempt in this instance to posit an historical, period or retrospective approach

Akhenaten, “The Hymn to Aten,” trans. R. J. Williams in Documents from Old Testament Times, ed. D.
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towards the use of the instruments. Instead we are arguably closer to the tradition of
d'oeuvres de studio. Like the decision making – vis-à-vis the deployment of language –
Herakleitos is overall, very much a work intended for the time in which it has been created.

The overall musical language of Herakleitos is more stylised than any of my music in the
folio; particularly given the uncompromising use of thematic repetition alongside incremental
variation.163 This musical hyper-stylism represents an attempt to imbue the opera with
twentieth century philosophical notions of repetition as being inherent to narrative forms, and
thus the theory of historicality. As Ricouer asserts:

It is this communal act of repetition, which is at the same time a new founding act and a
recommencement of what has already been inaugurated, that "makes history" and that finally makes
it possible to write history. Historiography, in this sense, is nothing more than the passage into
writing and then to critical rewriting of this primordial constituting of tradition. The naive forms of
narration are deployed between this constituting of tradition and the writing of history (for example,
legends and chronicles). And it is at the level of this mediation, where the writing of history is
preceded by something already recounted, that historicality and narrativity are confounded and
confused. So it is in this sense that repetition may be spoken of as the foundation of historiography.
But it is a repetition that is always articulated in a narrative mode. History only turns this first
conjunction of temporality and narrative in what I am calling narrative repetition into inquiry:
Historia, Forschung, enquete. In this sense, therefore, the theory of narrativity rectifies the theory
of historicality to the extent that it receives its leaven for the theme of repetition from the theory of
narrativity164

In Herakleitos, there is no stipulation with regards to the visual representation of linear
narrative time or ‘drama’ per se (I essentially leave this open to directors and/or
choreographers to consider); however, I believe there is certainly the potential to further
elucidate various temporalities. That is, the temporal distance between the original
Heraclitean texts, their subsequent translations, and our own modern reflections and
interpretations of them. The shifts between singing and spoken text, further complicate
levels of potential narrative authority and the extent to which singers take on either

I use the word “stylised” within a relatively traditional sense of its meaning. As in to “depict or treat in a
mannered and non-realistic style.” See "stylise." in Oxford Dictionary of English, ed. Angus Stevenson, Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2010.
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diegetic or mimetic roles is also open to interpretation. Ultimately, the reprisal of music
in relation to certain text fragments aims to encourage multiple interpretations of the
work as possibly valid.

In a more abstract sense, Carolyn Abbate has drawn attention to the inheritance of the
dramatic experience of nineteenth century opera manifesting in purely instrumental works
such as in the Todtenfeier movement of Mahler’s Second Symphony. Abbate interprets this
“not as plot, but rather as enfolding the displacements typical of a certain operatic plot and
operatic narrating voices alike within its symphonic march mode.”165 Similarly, such
‘shaping’ or ‘reshaping’ is a strategy of non-linear narratives where intersection of repeated
materials (independent of ‘plot’) can lead to an especially disrupted or surrealist viewer
experience. In cinema, non-linear narratives utilising such devices of perspectivism (to
various extents) include: Vertigo, Pulp Fiction, eXistenZ, Mulholland Drive and Inception. A
more recent operatic example lay in Philip Glass’ Galileo Galilei (1992) where the entire plot
unfolds linearly backwards – beginning with Galileo’s trial for heresy and concluding with
the protagonist as a young boy viewing an opera by his father Vincenzo Galilei (about the
celestial bodies). In a more extreme form, the earlier Einstein on the Beach, (as already
referenced), foregoes conventional linearity in favour of a non-narrative approach entirely;
focussing on the essence of Einstein’s ideas.

Heraclitus as historical figure thus descends to us as the “half-revealed, half-concealed
author,”166 whose writings are both damaged and mythologised. Thus, the fragmentary nature
of the opera is a by-product of history itself. It is this appeal to the concept of the fragmentary
layering of history which pervades the entire opera and it is through this layering that our
perspectives and sense of being in time can be reflected upon. Such perspectives could
include a notion of being in a form of a present time (in which we expect the immediate
future), alongside a much grander time scale; that is, one in which our own mortality can be
considered within vast historical schemes.
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Prologue
Heraclitus’ epigrams and paradoxes emerged during a period of growing literacy in Greek
culture. Given their oracular style and use of assonance, they were presumably intended to be
spoken as well as read. Thus, the opera begins with the speaking of the fragment most likely
to have opened Heraclitus’ lost book On Nature. It sets a challenge to the audience and
inherently to their capacity to understand. The text establishes this is to be Heraclitus’
account or logos.167

Though this discourse is true evermore, yet men are as unable to understand it when they hear it for
the first time as before they have heard it at all. For, although, all things happen in accordance with
the account I give, men seem as if they had no experience of them, when they make trial of words
and works such as I set forth, dividing each thing according to its nature and explaining how it truly
is. But other men know not what they are doing when you wake them up, just as they forget, what
they do when asleep. 168

As with Stravinsky’s Oedipus Rex, the work is framed by this device; that is, the
positing of spoken word as separate to the “musical drama.” Thus, we hear some words
in isolation (under a D drone), before having to reflect on sung words within the
context of a musical setting. My strategy however differs from Oedipus Rex in several
ways; firstly, in that all the text – both spoken and sung – throughout the opera is by
Heraclitus; thus, a more traditional sense of narrator as an “authority” or as being
“reliable” – or in difference – to the dramatic action is skewered.169 That is, whilst the

Logos: “In Heraclitus, the cosmic principle that gives order and rationality to the world, in a way analogous
to that in which human reason orders human action. In Plato and Aristotle a similar function is performed by
nous. In Stoicism the seminal reason (logos spermatikos) is the cosmic source of order; its aspects are fate,
providence, and nature. Subordinate logoi seem to perform something of the function of Plato’s forms. Logos
also has another aspect: it is what enables us to apprehend the principles and forms, i.e. it is an aspect of our
own reasoning. The view becomes fused with Christian doctrine when logos is God’s instrument in the
development (redemption) of the world. The notion survives in the idea of laws of nature, if these are conceived
of as independent guides of the natural course of events, existing beyond the temporal world that they order.”
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narration is not in the action per se, the source of all the text – both spoken and sung –
is the same.

Secondly, the spoken text itself is designated to be delivered in optional spoken roles,
as either being performed in an individual acting role (nongender specific), or shared
between the Woman and Man singers; thus, further allowing for variable staging
solutions and further questioning of the authorial voice. Whilst this solution is also
considerably different to the use of narrator in Akhnaten, the deployment of spoken text
in Herakleitos similarly plays into ideas of Foucauldian archaeology, thus
acknowledging that the text itself forms part of a re-reading of history. This
acknowledgement of a re-reading and re-interpretation thus grants the audience too, an
active role in the works creation of meaning. In an era of fake news, one can never be
too sure about the source of their information and the ‘facts’ it contains (alternate or
otherwise).

Part I – The beginning and the end
Immediately segueing from the Prologue; Part I – The beginning and the end, continues with
a tonal centre of D. Initially the D bass descends to C, only to return to the D – this
progression occurs twice. From b.14 the progression expands to include a B (forming a
recurring bass line of D-C-B ). It becomes apparent that the musical form is a chaconne with
the generative material functioning as both a beginning and an end, whilst the rhythmic
structure of these unfolding sequences changes incrementally throughout.

Example 36, The beginning and the end, b. 14-20
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This allegorical link of the musical form and text is blatant; however, the historical
implications of the chaconne form are extensive, particularly in opera. The development of
the chaconne (and passacaglia) as a genre is a history fuelled by cultural exchange. Spanish in
origin, the chaconne arrived in Europe most likely via South America and developed initially
in guitar and lute music. The form advanced in Italy through composers such as Girolamo
Frescobaldi and Monteverdi. It would subsequently permeate throughout the Baroque era,
reaching its zenith in J.S. Bach’s Chaconne for solo violin from the Partita No. 2 in D minor,
“which in turn spawned its own tradition of adaptation.”170 The chaconne would also find a
place in the operas of Lully and Rameau, principally as a dance form; the conclusion of
Lully’s tragédie lyrique Amadis (1684) being a notable case.
McClary – who has written on both lament and chaconne forms – highlights:
Jean-Baptiste Lully, Louis XIV’s dance and music czar, often positioned a chaconne as the
concluding element in his ballets and operas. At this point following the plot’s denouement,
spectators joined the professional performers in dancing around the body of the king, thereby
simulating the orbit of planets around the sun. The repetitious — and thus timeless — quality of the
chaconne provided the musical stimulus for this ritual in which the court participated in affirming
immutable verities of power and pleasure.171

In the case of tragédie lyrique Amadis, “the legendary hero Amadis of Gaul (intended as a
thinly disguised allegorical stand-in for Louis [XIV] himself) triumphs, leading to a chaconne
finale in which nature and humanity join in celebration.”172 Ultimately “Louis XIV deployed
the chaconne pragmatically to turn ‘the God trick’: to seduce his courtiers into that
neurological condition in which they dissolved into a state of jouissance — not coincidentally
with the king himself as center.”173 McClary also has drawn further attention to the “ability of
the chaconne to minimize consciousness of individual boundaries and to produce in dancers a
sense of unity with the cosmos [which] made it an invaluable resource.”174
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Returning to Herakleitos, just as we have been told in the Prologue: “But other men know
not what they are doing when you wake them up, just as they forget, what they do when
asleep”, The beginning and the end challenges our sense of consciousness. The singing first
begins with a wordless ‘ah’, then words themselves emerge and take on meaning with; “the
beginning and the end” sung by the three characters: Man, then Herakleitos, then Woman.
This transition from the wordless to the semantic is potentially suggestive of burgeoning
levels of consciousness. However, Part I concludes with the singers then returning to the
wordless singing of the opening, along with a constantly building tutti – thus a submergence
back into the unconscious and potentially into a state of euphoria; just as in a circle, the
beginning and the end are common.

John Richardson has drawn attention to the use of chaconne procedures particularly in the
music of Glass’ Akhnaten and Nyman’s A Zed and Two Noughts (1985), noting the form:
“reminds us of a Western musical form whose effectiveness is premised not on its
entanglement with large-scale narrative structures but on its ability to offer listeners a kind of
sanctuary, a place apart from the influence of these structures. A utopia? Perhaps.”175 In the
case of Glass’ music, Richardson also draws particular attention to the chaconne as used in
the conclusion of Satyagraha as strongly suggestive of a discursive connection with both the
Buddhist and Hindu “wheel of life.”176
This connection of Buddhism to Heraclitus and his monism, where “wisdom, much like fire,
is the very essence of the cosmos” is correlated by Haxton:

Before Heraclitus, the traditions most attentive to this oneness existed in various cultures as wisdom
poetry. Farther to the east, Gautama Buddha, another prince who deserted his kingdom for a pursuit
of wisdom, was an exact contemporary of Heraclitus, as were the legendary Lao-tzu and Confucius,
all closely associated with poetic traditions of wisdom.177

This wisdom poetry is often aligned with religion and descends in the biblical books of
Proverbs, Ecclesiastes and Job. The most Heraclitean of language, however, is that which
opens The Gospel According to John: “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was
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with God and the Word was God.”178 What may have been an “ending” in a Baroque opera is
the “beginning” in the case of Herakleitos.

Part II – Greater deaths win greater portions
In Part II – Greater Deaths win greater portions, the focus shifts firmly towards the
protagonist – the character Herakleitos himself – singing alone. We are now confronted with
the darker side of the philosopher’s musings; that is, human conflict itself as a basis for
existence. The music begins in stark contrast to the climactic conclusion of Part I.
Fragment 102 – not in the opera – states: “Gods and men honour those slain in battle”179 and
Burnet suggests “Those who die the fiery and not the watery death, become, in fact, gods,
though in a different sense from that in which the one Wisdom is god. It is probable that the
corrupt fragment 123 refers to this unexpected fate that awaits men when they die.”180
Fragment 123 contends: “ … that they rise up and become guardians of the hosts of the quick
and the dead.”181
In the opera, befitting this march towards a possible death in battle is the use of drumming –
both tenor and snare drums – which take on an incessant military tone. The deployment of
alternating time signatures – %4 and ^4– creates a sense of unease and accumulative tension,
whilst the repeating bass tones imply an undercurrent of menace. In a roaring forte at figure
25, Herakleitos restates his contention “Greater deaths win greater portions,”182 this time an
octave higher and with the full support of the ensemble.

The immediate geo-political realities of the Greco-Persian wars inform this sense of dread in
the music too; thus, we are also distanced from the tonalities of the intellectual and poetic
reflections which characterise the preceding and soon to be following sections. The tonality
of Part II (5 ’s) is notably the most divergent and distant in the opera relative to the other
178
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sections. Such a strategy is broadly symbolic of the separation of the cerebral and the
corporeal. The contrasting timbre between the chime-like use of the glockenspiel in part I
with the militaristic implication of the use of drums in Part II is a further example of this line
of thinking. The use of repeated notes in the violin, cello and bass guitar here extends the
symbolism further, arguably suggestive of the dehumanisation of militarisation in its most
extreme forms; with the essence of war ultimately leading to a total societal destruction,
along with an annihilation of the individual sense of self.183

Example 37, Greater deaths win greater portions, b.277-280
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My choice of key in Part II, mirrors the key of the opening scene of Oedipus Rex in which a plague racks
Thebes.
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Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer in the The Dialectic of Enlightenment proposed:

The categories by which Western philosophy defined its timeless order of nature marked out the
positions which had once been occupied by Ocnus and Persephone, Ariadne and Nereus. The
moment of transition is recorded in the pre-Socratic cosmologies. The moist, the undivided, the air
and fire which they take to be the primal stuff of nature are early rationalizations precipitated from
the mythical vision. Just as the images of generation from water and earth, that had come to the
Greeks from the Nile, were converted by these cosmologies into Hylozoic principles and elements,
the whole ambiguous profusion of mythical demons was intellectualized to become the pure form
of ontological entities. Even the patriarchal gods of Olympus were finally assimilated by the
philosophical logos as the Platonic Forms.184

Reflecting upon the pivotal role of Heraclitus’ writings and on Adorno and Horkheimer’s
interpretations, Ian Buchanan suggests:

Adorno and Horkheimer accept that the Enlightenment did bring about the Age of Reason, but argue
that reason is a double-edge sword, or in their words a dialectic, because as humankind exercises
its reason and transforms its environment according to its own needs it also allows an ‘instrumental’
way of thinking to dominate every aspect of thought with the paradoxical result that rational ways
of thinking give rise to irrational acts. Written during World War II, Dialektik der Aufklärung
(1944), translated as The Dialectic of Enlightenment (1972), is primarily concerned to understand
how a country like Germany, so rich in its intellectual tradition, could have succumbed to the
atavistic appeal of Nazism.185

Part II also utilises extreme dynamic contrasts in order to imply the inevitable violence begotten
of theories of conquest, driven by mythic ideas and primitive iconography. Furthering this
concept, it is quite possible to interpret the destructive implications evoked in Part II as being
a symbolic form of the Freudian Thanatos; which is then, in turn, counterbalanced by Part III
– The One; evocative of the Eros.
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Part III – The one
In Part III – The one, the Woman and Man sing of the “harmonious” and the “discordant” and
that “all things issue from the one.” First singing individually, then together – in unity. The
constant use of suspended second chords (ninths), alludes to the ideas inherent in the text.
From b.320 -327 – “couple things whole and things not whole, what is drawn together and
what is drawn asunder” – the music suggests B Aeolian (no raised leading note).186
The following 8-bars, b. 328-335, the Woman sings: “the harmonious and the discordant. The
one is made up of all things”. C is introduced and an ascending bass line: A-B-C -D is stated
twice (a bass progression which will later feature in Part VI – Fire). The F remains in
passing in the violin, thus suggesting a possible modulation to a tonal centre of E Aeolian
(sub-dominant of B), or possibly A Aeolian, given the bass movement and return to A in the
bass at b.332 (N.B. the F is only sounded in passing at b. 328 and b. 332 thus making this
interpretation of A Aeolian certainly feasible). From b.336, the line: “all things issue from the
one” is sung over a descending bass line: E-D-C. The chords here form the progression:
Em – Em+2 ∣ G/D – Dsus4 ∣ C+2 – C ∣ C+2 – C
e: i

iii6r

VI

C: iii

V6r

I

This sequence moves towards the submediant of E Aeolian (C), thus suggesting a modulation
to C major/Ionian (or C Lydian). The word “one” falls on the C major chord with added
second. At figure 29 there is an instrumental section and a restatement of the preceding A-BC-D bass progression. In this context, the A minor added second chord now follows the C
major chord and is suggestive of a shift to the relative minor. Previously the A minor added
second chord at b. 328 had immediately followed an A major chord.
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Thus, the linear progression of the phrases to this point suggests:
•

B Aeolian: b.304 – 327

•

E or A Aeolian: Figure 28 to b.336

•

E Aeolian and/or C major/Ionian/Lydian: b.336 to b.343

•

E or A Aeolian: Figure 29 – b.351

•

E Aeolian and/or C major/Ionian/Lydian: b.352 – 359

Once fully appraised of the potentially implied tonal centres, we are presented with a stack of
fifths, B-E-A, as well as the suggestion of a tonic of C. Or to express this another way: the
notes A-B-C-E (I-II-III-V), again suggestive of the added second chords which pervade Part
III; in harmony and discord.

Like an epigram or paradox of Heraclitus himself, the musical syntax is open to various
interpretations and open to real time reinterpretation within the section itself, especially given
that the recommencements of phrases are not always linearly recurring – namely at figure 31,
where following on from the cadence to the C major added second chords at b.358 and b.382,
the music shifts back to a B minor chord (rather than the A minor added second chord as was
previously the case).

The Woman and Man finish The one singing in octaves, in which they cadence on the note D.
This D is not only the added second of the C major chord but also represents the third of the
opening tonal centre of B. Thus, the harmonious and the discordant – a C major added second
chord – sounds with the word “one,” for the third and final time, though it is the first instance
with both the Man and Woman singing it together. Thus, the one is finally made up of all
things and Part III concludes.
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Example 38, The one, b.400-407
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Interlude I – The bow and lyre
Just as “the one is made up of all things” – the identity and very existence of both the bow
and lyre is attained through opposite tension. Just as their respective identities are attained
through the tension of binary opposites, the music is concurrently an examination of binary
materials. There is a gradual accretion of orchestration throughout Interlude I affording a
musical framework within which other abstract analogies – dance or image – could be
deployed. The Interlude is cast for the instrumental ensemble only.

Like Tuesday I (from Monday to Friday), Interlude I, develops intrinsically through textural
transformation, (rather than thematically). In all there are twenty-four iterations of 8-bar
statements; the initial 8-bar statement can be considered as figure A and is initially restated
six times, with the material then structurally alternating:

BB AA BB AA BB AA BB AA BB

Part IV – River
Heraclitus’ most well-known, if not most poetic utterance is posited in Part IV – River.
Through repetition and accumulation, the music of River attempts to imbue a feeling of
apotheosis for the character Herakleitos. It is a moment of revelation for him which will have
deep philosophical resonance throughout the ages.

A flowing quaver figure in the organ initially represents the underpinnings upon which this
river comes “into being” and “passes away.” The 4-bar “theme” is stated six times, with
countermelodies being introduced on each passing reiteration: first on violin, then clarinet
and then shadowed in the organ.
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Example 39, River, b.522-525

A new rhythmic structure then emerges, this time in %4 underpinned by the cello and bass,
Herakleitos sings: “You cannot step twice into the same river,” 187 the organ then continues
the harmonic scheme thus far established:
A – Amaj7/C – F min7 – Esus4 to E
I

I6td

vi7

V4

– 3

Each chord contains structural elements of that proceeding it; as Herakleitos sings “for fresh
waters are ever flowing upon you” – the music flows. A new figure abruptly emerges at
b.562, in ^4 with a shift to a D major added ninth chord. As Herakleitos sings: “all things, all
things, come into being, all things, all things come into being and pass away.” The choice of
repetition here is my own; lending an emphasis to all things, thus producing an accumulative
effect which gains significant release at figure 48 with a prolonged perfect cadence.188

After some harmonic sojourns suggestive of the subdominant D major (of A) as well as G
major with the introduction of C and G , the river “theme” returns, with a fuller
orchestration. Herakleitos again sings “you cannot step twice into the same river,” and just as
you can’t step into the same river twice, the restatement of the singing on this second
occasion is underscored with a much fuller orchestration than previously, with a semiquaver
oscillation in the vibraphone adding a new gleam and the flute emerging ever higher in the
texture. The ensemble converges towards an enormous textural build up which is released at
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figure 52, as all things “pass away” for the final time and the river “theme” as we first heard
is restated fortississimo.

From b.621, the orchestration diminishes markedly. The Meno Mosso at figure 53 adds to
this sense of loss with the phrase lengths extending the duration of the suspended dominant
chord on each subsequent reiteration. This elongation ultimately never resolves to the tonic of
A. The E chord instead becomes the new tonic for E Aeolian – the foundation of Part V –
One day.

Part V – One day
Just as the constancy of change is integral to the very concept of the identity of the river, we
are then left with Herakleitos’ reflections on “one day” being “equal to another.”189 That is,
the stable identity of a day, is formed intrinsically through an inherent time scale produced by
light – born of fire. But just as fire is both creator and destroyer, beginning and end, “we must
know that war is common to all and strife is justice.” (A conceptually similar theme to Part
II). That Heraclitus is sometimes referred to as ‘The weeping philosopher’ maybe best
understood here; with each day being a struggle in and of itself.
Part V also suggests a harmonic progression from Part III; the E-D-C bass line from “The
one,” though this time reversed: C-D-E (from b.737). This is notable given the coupling of
the Man and Woman voices again here (as in Part III). From figure 65 the music increasingly
takes on a chorale-like texture, with the voices being doubled by the winds and strings. Just
as in the Passions of J.S. Bach, chorales sometimes served to delineate sectional closes. With
regards to the meta-structure of the opera, One day serves as both a contrast to the intensity of
the preceding River intermezzo and a transitional point in the opera overall. This concept of
transition is then subsequently narrated to the audience, preparing us for Interlude II:
“Mortals are immortals and immortals are mortals, the one living the other’s death and dying
the other’s life.”190
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Interlude II – Mortals are immortals
Analogous to Interlude I; Interlude II is a driving and rhythmic dance-like composition with
the addition of wordless soprano. As in The beginning and the end, the use of wordless voice
coincides with the concepts of changes of state, though in this instance the soprano voice in
its upper range lends the music a particular potency. Whereas this change of state initially
related to the waking and sleeping; now it is the living and the dead; from the Styx into the
underworld.
The Heraclitean theory of flux is further levied in the narration following Interlude II: “The
quick and the dead, the waking and the sleeping, the young and the old, are the same; the
former are changed and become the latter, and the latter in turn are changed into the
former.”191 This state of flux, represented by the Heraclitean fire is now where the opera
turns.

Part VI – Fire
With Part VI – Fire, we are finally confronted with the true generator of the transitory state
itself, the “psychological intensity that penetrates through all literalisms.”192
“Fire lives the death of air, and air lives the death of fire; water lives the death of earth, earth that
of water.”193

The Man joins Herakleitos here; perhaps inheriting this knowledge or representing the
transference of the divine fire itself. Herakleitos is then left alone to postulate that in death,
humanity is confronted with what one can neither “look not for nor dream of.”194 Indeed, the
human imagination itself – which enables us to “dream” – is all that we are left with in order
to come to terms with the universe.

Herakleitos, “Fragment 78,” in John Burnet, Early Greek Philosophy, 139.
James Hillman, “Foreword,” in Heraclitus, Fragments, xiii.
193
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Example 40, Fire, b.1215-1218

Hillman contends:
Dreaming is the flickering activity of the mind participating in the world’s imagination. Whether
the dream helps us feel better and sleep better, cures our distress, or prefigures our destiny, is less
its essential nature than its energetic spontaneity. During sleep, we may be each apart from the
commonly shared day-world, yet the never-resting logos goes on producing images ever new as the
sun each day, as the river’s flowing. In our private rest, the restlessness of the cosmos continues to
do its work.195

Whereas the Beginning and the end, outlined a chaconne bass of D-C-B , in Fire, a new
chaconne bass line, this time ascending A-B-C-D-E commences from figure 105 (Notably
too, Fire is cast in the tonic minor of Part IV – River). With the alternating time signatures
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recalling Part II, and the bass movement itself having been previously referenced in Part III,
we now have reference to both the Thanatos and Eros in a dream state. The new harmonic
cycle is reiterated thirteen times with Herakleitos singing over eight of these reiterations in all
– initially three consecutively (b.1183 to b.1193), then five consecutively (b.1199 to
b.1217).196

Part VII – Atonement
Whilst the original writings of Herakleitos have long been lost in the fires of war, his
offering, or “atonement” – left in The Temple of Artemis – was to provide the basis upon
which his writings survived only through quotation. We are left to consider this in the final
scene where the Woman – perhaps the personification of Artemis herself – sings, first the
wordless “ah” – linking to wordless sections in “The beginning and the end” and the
transition of “mortals and immortals” – but then becoming the word “Atonement”197 itself.
The opera concludes with a tonic of G – confirming the tonic of D in Part I – The beginning
and the end, as a dominant of G. Notably too, Part VI – Fire, with a tonic of A, serves as the
dominant to D – thus linking Fire to eternity.
VI. Fire (A Aeolian) – I. Beginning and the end (D Aeolian) – VII. Atonement (G Aeolian)

V.6 Afterword to Herakleitos
The philosopher Heraclitus represented one of the earliest human attempts to understand the
universe through the structured use of language and metaphor; accordingly, signifying a
unique link between ancient wisdom poetry and modern philosophy. Consequently, the
Fragments represent a key text in the development of human thought.
Heraclitus’ observant and inquisitive writings have echoed through time; constantly
reappraised and reinterpreted. Like any damaged yet enduring priceless artefact however, the
nature of the survival of Heraclitus’s writings should serve as a simultaneous reminder of
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humanity’s capacity for both inspiring endeavour and grievous destruction. Intrinsically then,
the Fragments should inspire a curiosity towards the world with a knowledge that “all things
come into being and pass away.”

As an opera, Herakleitos engages with the historical precedent of opera whilst presenting the
Fragments in a poetic form; thus, offering an expansive context for both personal reflection
on the writings of Heraclitus and the universal themes they can inspire. As Heraclitus himself
stated: “Of all whose discourses I have heard, there is not one who attains to understanding
that wisdom is apart from other things.”198
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Chapter VI
Conclusion
All things come into being and pass away.199 – Herakleitos

All the works throughout the folio have demonstrated how collaborative exchange and
extramusical stimulus can be intrinsically manifest in the development of musical materials.
It is the ways in which those materials are developed, however – via processes informed by
specific creative contexts – in which the musical macrostructures are generated and
subsequently pertain to the transformation of that material. These strategies often relate to
aesthetic considerations surrounding concepts of metaphor, symbolism and the creation of
meaning.

Monday to Friday stands as a unique work not only in the folio but in my entire
compositional output. The work was developed out of an immediate utility and further
informed by a growing area of research in the use of music in dementia care. The conception
of Monday to Friday hinged principally on Linda Beaumont’s commissioning of the work
and the trust she placed in me to realise the project in a way that gradually developed over
time. Following on from the initial research period, I was able to undertake the project with a
degree of freedom I have rarely enjoyed; employing outstanding musicians in a studio
context to produce a recording that has had both an immediately positive utility in the health
sector, as well as a wider commercial success beyond its initial purpose.

The Concertino and Vessel were born of the requests of their performers David Rowden and
Pekka Kuusisto; commissioned by the Omega Ensemble and the Australian Chamber
Orchestra respectively. The Concertino and Vessel can be appreciated not just on their own
terms; but in relation to genre works more broadly (in the case of the Concertino) and
extramusical inspiration (in the case of Vessel), as well as specific programmatic situations.
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Thus, I could consider these works within wider social and historical milieus – beyond their
immediate utility.

In the case of Le Petit Prince and Herakleitos, the musical languages were shaped via
extramusical concepts and themes; frequently driven by a desire to create experiential works
of art. Le Petit Prince, also developed for my own performance – as violinist – thus it was
another unique creative undertaking within this folio and demonstrative of my ongoing
commitment to the interpretation of my own work.

Taking on the role of both composer and performer is something I have in previous years
grown rather accustomed to, as the only means by which I could maintain and develop an
ongoing output of new compositions in any kind of consistent sense. This is most essentially
directly proportional to the scarcity of opportunities and commissions on offer to me in
Australia. To some extent, however, I am far happier composing and performing my own
music in this context, as I resultingly have total control of my work and no need to appease
programmers, institutions or agendas. Whilst I do not wish to wander into territory pertaining
to the politics of concert programming and critical responses to my work more broadly (as I
find it both unhelpful and usually uninteresting), I think it should be noted that both Le Petit
Prince and Herakleitos received their premieres in Europe and not my native Australia.
Whilst it may not be out of the bounds of possibility that the works may eventually be
performed in Australia; I can see little prospect of this occurring in the future.

The added issues of smaller audiences in Australia (relative to Europe and North America),
coupled with high venue rentals and marginal financial returns makes the commissioning of
larger evening-length dance-theatre works and operas, a considerable financial risk for
producers. Thus, without sponsorship or arts funding, such works are highly difficult to
realise in Australia; particularly too, without wholesale commitment from companies and a
degree of risk taking (to what end musical aesthetics play into these debates and decisions is
best left to a separate musicological study).

That said Le Petit Prince has continued to be performed to sold-out houses and is part of the
repertoire of the Divadlo F.X. Šaldy, Czech Republic, for the foreseeable future (Le Petit
Prince is now entering a second year of repeat performances). In the near term I see it likely
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that I will continue on a creative path in which I will embrace interdisciplinary collaboration,
whilst exercising a strong influence in the organisational aspects of musical performance –
which will often include my own performance.

Ultimately the endeavour of these presented compositions is the cultivation of a musical art
which promotes immediate audience engagement and active listening, often as a basis for
interdisciplinary collaboration. Genre, utility, metaphor, and cross disciplinary collaboration
informed by a deep desire to create an art which is both highly communicative and open to a
wide scope of interpretation for both performers and listeners are the key tenets of these
works.
It is through these compositions that I hope – in some small way – to advance the importance
of creating new music and the responsibilities which I believe comes with such an activity.
Through engaging with a wide range of precedents as an artist in the creation of works for
modern audiences, it is my hope to continue to develop a positive and constructive dialogue
between various artistic disciplines and advance new collaborative approaches. It is this
method which I believe will release music’s unique capacity to illuminate, intersect and
amplify fundamental human needs for understanding and the search for a deeper human
meaning.

This approach also results in forms of artistic practice informed by a need for social change.
This responsibility towards the creation of content informed by an historical alertness aims to
both examine those forms in which it engages with and yet provides a perspective of
historical remove. Rather than erasing history, this approach can serve as a warning to the
dangers of fundamentalism, unchecked power and ideologies.

The twentieth century should stand as a warning of the failure of human endeavour and our
own potential annihilation. Any way forward will presumably build on past achievements,
requiring a good deal of personal responsibility and constant enquiry; particularly for a
meaningful discourse into the future which will allow for renewal in both the arts and society.
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Appendix
HERAKLEITOS
An Opera by Cyrus Meurant

Libretto by Cyrus Meurant, derived from the translations of The Fragments of Heraclitus by
John Burnet and G.T.W. Patrick.
Roles:
Herakleitos – Baritone
Man – Tenor
Woman – Soprano
Oracle – Actor (optional role which, if omitted, can be shared between the Man and Woman characters)
,

Libretto (sung text in bold)
PROLOGUE
[Oracle or Woman]
Though this discourse is true evermore, yet men are as unable to understand it when they hear it for the first
time as before they have heard it at all. For, although, all things happen in accordance with the account I give,
men seem as if they had no experience of them, when they make trial of words and works such as I set forth,
dividing each thing according to its nature and explaining how it truly is. But other men know not what they are
doing when you wake them up, just as they forget, what they do when asleep. (Fr. 2)

I – THE BEGINNING AND THE END
[Herakleitos, Woman, Man]
In the circumference of a circle the beginning and [the] end are common. (Fr. 70)

II – GREATER DEATHS WIN GREATER PORTIONS
[Herakleitos]
Greater deaths win greater portions. (Fr. 101)

III – THE ONE
[Woman, Man]
[You must] couple [together] things whole and things not whole, what is drawn together and what is drawn
asunder, the harmonious and the discordant. The one is made up of all things, and all things issue from
the one. (Fr. 59)
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[Oracle or Man]: Men do not know how that which is drawn in different directions harmonises with itself. The
harmonious structure of the world depends upon opposite tension, like that of the bow and the lyre. (Fr. 45)

INTERLUDE I – THE BOW AND THE LYRE

IV – RIVER
[Herakleitos]
You cannot step twice into the same river[s]; for fresh waters are ever flowing [in] upon you. (Fr. 41, 42)
[We must know that war is common to all and strife is justice, and that] all things come into being and pass
away (?) through strife. (Fr. 62)

V – ONE DAY
[Herakleitos, Woman, Man]
One day is equal to another. (Fr. 120)
We must know that war is common to all and strife is justice, and that all things come into being and pass
away (?) through strife. (Fr. 62)
[Oracle or Man]: Mortals are immortals and immortals are mortals, the one living the other’s death and dying
the other’s life. (Fr. 67)

INTERLUDE II – MORTALS ARE IMMORTALS
[Oracle or Woman]: The quick and the dead, the waking and the sleeping, the young and the old, are the same;
the former are changed and become the latter, and the latter in turn are changed into the former. (Fr. 78)

VI – FIRE
[Herakleitos, Man, Woman]
Fire lives the death of air, and air lives the death of fire; water lives the death of earth, earth that of
water. (Fr. 25)
There awaits men when they die such things as they look not for nor dream of. (Fr. 122)
[Oracle or Woman]: The mysteries into which men are initiated are unholy. (Fr. 125)
And they pray to these images, as if one were to talk with a man’s house, knowing not what gods or heroes are.
(Fr. 126)
[Oracle or Man]: They purify themselves by defiling themselves with blood, just as if one who had stepped into
the mud were to go and wash his feet in mud. (Fr. 129,130)

VII – ATONEMENT
[Woman]
Atonement[s] (Fr. 129 – Patrick)
I-VI from HERAKLEITOS OF EPHESOS in Early Greek Philosophy by John Burnet 1st and 3rd edition (1920). London: A & C Black Ltd. 1892 & 1920.
VII from HERACLITUS OF EPHESUS ON NATURE in The Fragments of Heraclitus, translated from the Greek text of Bywater by G.T.W. Patrick Baltimore:
N. Murray, 1889.
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